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The objective of this paper is to describe and analyze postwar patterns
of productivity growth by industry for the U.S. economy. In section 1.1
we present a model of production and technical change that permits an
analysis of sources of growth in output for individual industrial sectors.
The model includes a production function for each sector, giving output
as a function of intermediate input, capital input, labor input, and time.
The model also includes conditions for producer equilibrium. Given
the production function and the conditions for producer equilibrium,
we can generate index numbers for sectoral output, sectoral capital,
labor, and intermediate input, the corresponding prices, and sectoral
productivity.
We present disaggregated measures of labor input in section 1.2.
These measures are index numbers constructed from detailed data on
labor input for each year, cross-classified by age, sex, education, occu-
pation, and class of worker for each sector. We present disaggregated
measures of capital input in section 1.3. These measures are index num-
bers constructed from detailed data on capital input for each year,
cross-classified by type of asset and legal form of organization for each
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industrial sector. In section 1.4 we present annual measures of output
and intermediate input for each industrial sector. Finally, we combine
sectoral intermediate input, capital input, labor input, and output into
an index of productivity for each sector for the period 1947—73.
1.1Sectoral Production and Technical Change
1.1.1Technical Change
Our methodology for productivity measurement is based on a model
of production and technical change. The point of departure for this
model is a production function for each industrial sector, giving output
as a function of intermediate input, capital input, labor input, and time.
To analyze substitution among primary factors of production and inter-
mediate goods, we combine the production function for each sector with
necessary conditions for producer equilibrium for that sector. These
conditions take the form of equalities between the shares of each input
in the value of output of each sector and the elasticity of sectoral output
with respect to the corresponding input. The elasticities depend on inputs
and time, the variables that enter the production function for each
sector. To analyze changes in substitution possibilities over time, we
consider the rate of technical change for each sector, defined as the
rate of growth of the output of that sector, holding all inputs into the
sector constant. The rate of technical change, like the elasticities of
sectoral output with respect to sectoral inputs, depends on inputs and
time.
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We consider production under constant returns to scale for each
sector, so that a proportional increase in all inputs results in a propor-
tional change in sectoral output. Under constant returns to scale the
sum of elasticities of each sector's output with respect to all inputs is
equal to unity, so that the value shares of all inputs sum to unity for
each sector. The necessary conditions for producer equilibrium for each
sector can be combined with growth rates of intermediate input, capital
input, labor input, and output to produce an index number for the
sectoral rate of technical change that depends on the prices and quan-
tities of inputs and outputs for the sector.
Our sectoral models of production and technical change are based
on production functions {F2} for each of the n sectors, characterized
by constant returns to scale:
T),(1= 1,2,...
where is the set of outputs, (A'1) is the set of intermediate inputs,
(K1) is the set of capital inputs, and {L1} is the set of labor inputs for
all n sectors, and T is time. Denoting the prices of outputs by the
prices of intermediate inputs by {p14, the prices of capital inputs by
and the prices of labor inputs by we can define the shares
of intermediate input, say capital input, say and labor in-








Necessary conditions for producer equilibrium for each sector are given
by equalities between the value shares of each input into the sector and
the elasticity of output with respect to that input:
VK—
VL (X1,K1,LI,T),(z= 1,2,..
The production function for each industrial sector is defined in terms
of sectoral output, intermediate input, capital input, and labor input.
Under constant returns to scale for each sector, the elasticities and the20Frank M. Gollop/Dale W. Jorgenson
value shares for all three inputs sum to unity. Each of the inputs is an
aggregate that depends on the quantities of individual intermediate
inputs, capital inputs, and labor inputs to the sector. Constant returns
to scale imply that the aggregates for each sector are characterized by
constant returns to scale; proportional changes in all the inputs that
comprise each aggregate input result in proportional changes in the ag-
gregate:
(X11, ...,
K,=(K11, K21, .., Krn),
L, =(L11, L21, ..., (1 =1,2, ..., n),
where is the set of n intermediate inputs from the jth sector (j=
1,2, ..., n),{Kkl} the set of p capital inputs, and {L11) the set of q
labor inputs, all into the ith sector (i = 1,2, ..., n).
Denoting the prices of capital inputs by (p1Kk) and the prices of labor
inputs by (P'L1}, we can define the shares of the n intermediate inputs,
say in the value of intermediate input, the shares of the p capital
inputs, say {v1Kk}, in the value of capital input, and the shares of the q
labor inputs, say in the value of labor input in the ith sector
(i= 1, 2, ...,n)by
,(z,j=1,2,... ,n),
X
=P1Kk k = 1, 2,
1, 2, 1 2, ...,q).
P L L1
Necessary conditions for producer equilibrium for each sector are given
by equalities between the shares of each individual input in the value
of the corresponding aggregate and the elasticities of the aggregate with
respect to the individual inputs:
V Xj =in X5.
..
I Er VKk — ..,
Aflki
V LZ
1 (L11, L21, ..., Lqi),(i = 1, 2, ...,n).
Under constant returns to scale, the elasticities and the value shares
sum to unity for each of the three aggregates for each sector.21 U.S. Productivity Growth by Industry
Finally, we can define rates of technical change, say {v'r), for all n
sectors, as rates of growth of output with respect to time, holding inter-
mediate input, capital input, and labor input constant:
n (i=1,2,...,n).
Under constant returns to scale the rate of technical change for each
sector can be expressed as the rate of growth of the corresponding sec-
toral output less a weighted average of the rates of growth of interme-
diate input, capital input, and labor input into the sector, where the








We refer to the expressions as the Divisia quantity indexes of sec-
toral rates of technical change.
The Divisia quantity indexes of sectorai technical change are defined
in terms of sectoral aggregates for intermediate input, capital input, and
labor input. Under constant returns to scale the rate of growth of each
sectoral aggregate can be expressed as a weighted average of rates of







We refer to these expressions L4) as Divisia indexes of sectoral
intermediate input, capital input, and labor in put.1
If the production function for each individual sector gives output Z,
1. These quantity indexes and the analogous price indexes discussed below were
introduced by Divisia (1925, 1928, 1952). The Divisia index of technical change
was introduced by Solow (1957) and has been discussed by Hulten (1973a),
Jorgenson and Griliches (1967, 1971), Merrilees (1971), Nelson (1973), Richter
(1966), and Usher (1974).
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as a function of a sectoral aggregate for input, say we can write this
function in the form
Our
1,2,...,n), in d
whereinput is homogeneous of degree one in intermediate input X1,
capital inputand labor input L, for the sector. The production func-
tionis homogeneous of degree one in input so that sectoral tech-
nical change is Hicks-neutral and we can rewrite the function in the a
form
(i= 1,2,... ,n).
The sectoral rate of technical change is independent of intermediate, We
capital, and labor input and depends only on time:
. an4
VT= ,(z=l,2,...,n),
similarly, sectoral input is independent of time and depends only on
intermediate, capital, and labor input. The rate of growth of sectoral
input can be expressed as a weighted average of rates of growth of these
inputs:
On





We refer to this expression as the Divisia index of sectoral in put.2
Under constant returns to scale the existence of a sectoral aggregate
for input is equivalent to Hicks neutrality of sectoral technical change.
We do not require the existence of such an aggregate in constructing an
index of sectoral technical change; equivalently, we do not require that
sectoral technical change be Hicks-neutral. Our disaggregated produc- nel
tion account includes data on output, intermediate input, capital input,
and labor input in current and constant prices and data on sectoral
productivity for each sector. We do not present data on aggregate input
for each sector, and the assumption of Hicks neutrality is not employed
in the construction of our indexes of sectoral technical change.
1.1.2Duality
Under constant returns to scale the necessary conditions for producer
equilibrium imply that the value of output is equal to the sum of the Vi
valuesof intermediate, capital, and labor input into each sector: oj
2. The definition of technical change that is neutral in the sense that the ratio
of marginal products of capital and labor for any ratio of capital and labor input ti
is independent of time is due to Hicks (1932). This definition is generalized to
more than two inputs by Burmeister and Dobell (1969).23U.s. Productivity Growth by Industry
this = + + (i =1,2,...,n).
Our data on output, intermediate input, capital input, and labor input
in current prices for each sector satisfy this equality as an accounting
identity. Given this equality for each sector, equalities between the value
unc- shares of each input into the sector and the elasticity of sectoral output
:ech- with respect to that input, we can express the price of sectoral output as
the a function, say pi, of the prices of intermediate input, capital input,
labor input, and time:
). PK,P'L, T), (i = 1, 2, ...,n).
iate, We refer to these functions as the sectoral price functions.3
Under constant returns to scale the values of intermediate, capital,




Our data on the components of intermediate, capital, and labor input
for each sector satisfy these equalities as accounting identities. The
prices of intermediate, capital, and labor input are functions of the




ge. = P5L2, ... (i=1,2,..., n).
Wecan express the rate of growth of the price index for each sectoral
aggregate as a weighted average of the rates of growth of its compo-
- nents:
It,





We refer to theseexpressions (pLx,P'K, asthe Divisiaprice indexes
of sectoral intermediate input, capital input, and labor input.
o We can define rates of technical change for all nsectorsas the nega-
it tive of rates of growth of the prices of sectoral output with respect to
0
3.The price function was introduced by Samuelson (1953).
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time, holding the prices of intermediate input, capital input, and labor
input constant:
V4T =— (p'x,P'K, P'L, T),(i =1,2,. .., n).
We can express the rate of technical change for each sector as a weighted
average of rates of growth of prices of input into the sector, iess the rate
of growth of the price of sectoral output, where the weights are given by
the corresponding value shares:
d in qj— din din P'K d in P'L
dT— XdT+VKdT+VLdT ½
—V'r, (i=1,2,...,n).
Werefer to these expressions as the Divisia price indexes of sec-
toraltechnical change.
Ifsectoral output is a function of an aggregate for sectoral input, the




The rate of sectoral technical change depends only on time and the
price of sectoral input depends only on the prices of intermediate, capi-
tal, and labor input. The existence of a quantity aggregate for sectoral
input is equivalent to the existence of a price aggregate for sectorai in-
put, and either is equivalent to Hicks neutrality of technical change.
It is important to emphasize that we do not employ the assumption of
Hicks neutrality, since we do not require the existence of quantity or
price indexes for sectoral input in constructing our indexes of sectoral
productivity.
The product of Divisia price and quantity indexes for an aggregate is
equal to the sum of the values of its components. For example, the
product of the price and quantity indexes for intermediate input into
a sector is equal to the sum of the values of intermediate inputs that
make up the aggregate. Second, Divisia indexes have the reproductive
property that a Divisia index of Divisia indexes is also a Divisia index
of the components of each index. For example, if sectoral input is com-
posed of three subaggregates—intermediate input, capital input, and
labor input—the Divisia index of sectoral input can be defined in two
equivalent ways. First, sectoral input is a Divisia index of Divisia indexes
of sectoral intermediate, capital, and labor input. Alternatively, sectoral
input is a Divisia index of the individual intermediate, capital, and labor
inputs into the sector. Divisia price indexes also have the reproductive
property.25U.S. Productivity Growth by Industry
1.1.3Index Numbers
While Divisia price and quantity indexes are useful in defining sec-
toral output, sectoral intermediate, capital, and labor input, and sectoral
productivity in terms of data on quantities and prices, we find it essential
to extend our methodology to incorporate price and quantity data at
discrete points of time.4 For this purpose we consider specific forms of
the sectorai production functions
=exp[ct'0 + a'x in+ in+ ct'L in
+ T +13'xx (in
+/3'xK in X4 in+ in X. in
+ 13'xr inT +I3tKK (in
+ 13'KL inin+ /3tKr in T
T
(i=1,2,...,n).
For these production functions, sectoral outputs are transcendental or,
more specifically, exponential functions of the logarithms of inputs. We
refer to these forms as transcendental logarithmic production functions
or, more simply, translog production functions.5
The transiog production function for an industrial sector is charac-
terized by constant returns to scale if and only if the parameters for that
sector satisfy the conditions
++ atL =1,
/31XX ++=0,
+ + /34KL =
+ /3'KL + I3tLL =0,
(i=1,2,...,n).
For each sector the value shares of intermediate, capital, and labor in-
put can be expressed as
4. Nelson (1973) and Usher (1974) have pointed out the need to define in-
dexes appropriate for discrete points of time.
5. The translog production function was introduced by Christensen, Jorgenson,
and Lau (1971, 1973). The treatment of technical change outlined below is due
to Diewert (1977) and to Jorgenson and Lau (1977).26Frank M. Gollop/Dale W. Jorgenson
=+f311In+ in K. + inL1
+ T,
=a'K+1311Kin X, + in+13'KLIn
+ T,
v =&L+f3'XLIn X, +f3'KLIn K; + in
(i=1,2,...,n).
The rate of sectoral technical change can be expressed as
=+/3'xrIn X, + In K;
(i=1,2,...,n).
If we consider data for an industrial sector at any two discrete points
of time, say T and T —1,the average rate of sectoral technical change
can be expressed as the difference between successive logarithms of
sectoral output less a weighted average of the differences between suc-
cessive logarithms of sectoral intermediate, capital, and labor input with
weights given by average value shares:
in(T) —in(T —1)= (T)
—lnX;(T —1)]-4— —in —1)]
+ (T) —in(T —1)]
(i=1,2,...,n),
where
=4 + v'1(T —1)],
— 1= +V'K(T—1)],
= + —1)],
V'r = + —1)],(i =1,2, ... , n).
We refer to these expressions for the average rate of sectoral technical
change as the translog indexes of the sectoral rates of technical
change.
Simiiariy, we can consider specific forms for sectoral intermediate,
capital, and iabor input as functions of individual intermediate, capital,
and labor inputs into each industrial sector. For example, sectoral inter-27U.S. Productivity Growth by Industry
mediate input can be expressed as a translog function of individual
intermediate inputs:
= exp [a'1 in+ &2 in X2, +...+ In
+ In in . .
1 (z= 1,2,... ,n).
Intermediate input for an industrial sector is characterized by constant
returns to scale if and only if the parameters for that sector satisfy the
conditions
++ . .. += 1,
$'i' + 13'12 += 0,
(i=1,2,...,n).
For each sector the value shares of individual intermediate inputs
can be expressed as
=+ in+
(i=1,2,...,n).
Considering data on intermediate inputs into an industrial sector at
any two discrete points of time, we can express the difference between
successive logarithms of sectoral intermediate input as a weighted aver-
age of differences between successive logarithms of individual interme-




=[V'11(T) + (T—1)],(i = 1,2,. . .,n).
Similarly, if capital and labor input into each industrial sector are trans-
log functions of their components, we can express the difference between
successive logarithms of sectorai capital and labor input in the form
In (T)—in(T—1)= [in (T)
—inK11(T—ifl,28Frank M. Collop/Dale W. Jorgenson




(i= 1, 2, ..., n;k=1, 2, ..., p),
(T) (T—1)],
(i=1,2,...,n;l= 1,2,... ,q).
We refer to these expressions for sectoral intermediate, capital, and
labor input as translog indexes of sectoral intermediate, cap-
ital, and labor in put.6
The product of price and quantity indexes of sectoral intermediate,
capital, and labor input must be equal to the sum of the values of the
individual intermediate, capital, and labor inputs into each sector. For
example, we can define the price index corresponding to the translog
quantity index of sectoral intermediate input as the ratio of the value
of intermediate input into the sector to the translog quantity index.
Price indexes corresponding to the translog quantity indexes of sectoral
capital and labor input can be defined in the same way. The resulting
price indexes of sectoral intermediate, capital, and labor input do not
have the form of translog price indexes, but they can be determined
from data on prices and quantities at any two discrete points of time.
Translog quantity indexes do not have the reproductive property we
have described above for Divisia indexes; the translog index for an




In describing and analyzing postwar patterns of productivity growth
in the U.S. economy, our initial objective is to construct measures of
6. The quantity indexes were introduced by Fisher (1922) and have been dis-
cussed by Tornqvist (1936), Theil (1965), and Kloek (1966). These indexes
were first derived from the translog production function by Diewert (1976). The
corresponding index of technical change was introduced by Christensen and Jor-
genson (1970). The translog index of technical change was first derived from
the translog production function by Diewert (1977) and Jorgenson and Lau
(1977). Earlier, Diewert (1976) had interpreted the ratio of translog indexes of
output and input as an index of technical change under the assumption of Hicks
neutrality.
7. This corrects an error in Christensen and Jorgenson (1973a), p. 261.'U
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labor input in current and constant prices for each industrial sector.8
Measures of labor input in constant prices are index numbers con-
structed from data on hours worked and compensation per hour for
each sector. Our data on hours worked and labor compensation for each
industry are cross-classified by sex, age, education, employment status,
and occupation of workers. To construct measures of labor input that
are consistent with the U.S. national income and product accounts we
have controlled these data to industry totals based on establishment
surveys. To disaggregate labor input by industrial and demographic
characteristics of the work force we have exploited the detail on em-
ployment, hours worked, and compensation available from household
surveys. To achieve consistency between establishment and household
survey data we have used the household survey results to distribute
industry totals based on establishment surveys.
We have disaggregated the labor input of all employed persons into
cells cross-classified by the two sexes, eight age groups, five education
groups, two employment classes, ten occupational groups, and fifty-one
industries listed in table 1.1. This breakdown of labor input character-
istics is based on the groupings employed by the Bureau of Census in
reporting data from household surveys. The census data provide the
only source of consistent time series on the work force cross-classified
by industrial and demographic characteristics. With few exceptions, data
on labor input for the fifty-one industry groups listed in table 1.1 are
also available from establishment surveys employed in construction of
the U.S. national income and product accounts. Neither household nor
establishment surveys provide data on hours worked and labor compen-
sation for the 81,600 cells of a matrix cross-classified by the characteris-
tics given in table I .1.° Moreover, we require four such matrices, one
for each of four components of labor input: employment, hours, weeks,
and labor compensation. While the complete cross-classifications are not
available directly, marginal totals cross-classified by two, three, and
sometimes four characteristics of labor input are available for each year
from 1947 to 1973.
8. The initial design of our approach to the measurement of labor input, the
collection of data, and much of the required estimation were carried Out in col-
laboration with Peter Chinloy. The results of his measurement and analysis of
labor input for the U.S. economy at the aggregate level are reported in his doc-
toral dissertation. See Chinloy (1974).
9. The 81,600 cell total is the product of the number of characteristic divisions
within each industrial and demographic dimension: (51) •(2)•(2)•(8)•(5)
(10). A substantial number of these cells will have zero entries; an example is
the number of "fourteen- or fifteen-year old" laborers with "four or more years
of college" in each of the 2040 cells cross-classified by industry, occupation, sex,
and employment class. In implementing the multiproportional matrix model dis-
cussed below we need not identify the empty cells prior to estimation; these cells












(8)65 years and over
Education
(1)1—8 years grade school
(2)1—3 years high school
(3)4 years high school
(4)1—3 years college
(5)4 or more years college
Employment Class:
(1)Wage and salary worker
(2)Self-employed/unpaid family worker
Occupation:
(1)Professional, technical, and kindred workers
(2)Farmers and farm managers
(3)Managers and administrators, except farm
(4)Clerical workers
(5)Sales workers
(6)Craftsmen and kindred workers
(7)Operatives





(2)Agricultural services, horticultural services, forestry, and fisheries
(3)Metal mining
(4)Coalmining
(5)Crude petroleum and natural gas extractions
(6)Nonmetallic mining and quarrying, except fuel
(7)Construction
(8)Food and kindred products
(9)Tobacco manufactures
(10)Textile mill products
(11)Apparel and other fabricated textile products
(12)Paper and allied products
(13)Printing, publishing, and allied industries
(14)Chemicals and allied products31 U.S. Productivity Growth by Industry
Table 1.1 (continued)
(15)Petroleum and coal products
(16)Rubber and miscellaneous plastic products
(17)Leather and leather products
(18)Lumber and wood products, except furniture
(19)Furniture and fixtures




(24)Electrical machinery, equipment, and supplies
(25)Transportation equipment, except motor vehicles, and ordnance
(26)Motor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment
(27)Professional photographic equipment, and watches
(28)Miscellaneous manufacturing industries
(29)Railroads and railway express service
(30)Street railway and bus lines and taxicab service
(31)Trucking service and warehousing and storage
(32)Water transportation
(33)Air transportation
(34)Pipelines, except natural gas
(35)Services incidental to transportation
(36)Telephone, telegraph, and miscellaneous communication services
(37)Radio broadcasting and television
(38)Electric utilities
(39)Gas utilities
(40)Water supply, sanitary services, and other utilities
(41)Wholesale trade
(42)Retail trade






(49)Educational services, government (state and local)
(50)State and local public administration
(51)State and local government enterprises
Our first task is to construct matrices cross-classified by the industrial
and demographic characteristics listed in table 1.1 for all four compo-
nents of labor input for each year of the period 1947—73. To accom-
plish this goal we introduce a multiproportional matrix model, gener-
alizing the RAS method introduced by Stone (1962). The statistical
principles underlying this model are a straightforward extension of those
that underlie the biproportional matrix model of Bacharach (1965). We
present the multiproportional matrix model in section 1.2.2. We have
employed all the available published information on marginal totals32 Frank M. Gollop/Dale W. Jorgenson
for each component of labor input available from the Census of Popu-
lation and the Current Population Survey. The sources for the data on
employment, hours, weeks, and labor compensation and the procedures
we have adopted in constructing the matrices that underlie our index
numbers for labor input are outlined in the following sections. In section
1.2.3 we describe our estimates of hours worked per year; our estimates
of labor compensation per hour worked are described in section 1.2.4.
The desirability of disaggregating labor input by industrial and demo-
graphic characteristics of the work force has been widely recognized,
for example by Denison (1962), Griliches (1960), Jorgenson and
Griliches (1967), Kendrick (1961), and others. Kendrick has devel-
oped measures of labor input disaggregated by industry for much of
the postwar period, but his measures do not incorporate a cross-classi-
fication of labor input by age, sex, education, or other demographic
characteristics of the work force. Denison has developed measures of
labor input for the U.S. economy as a whole based on data disaggre-
gated by sex, age, education, and employment status, but not by occu-
pation or industry.'0
Data on labor input cross-classified by characteristics such as employ-
ment class, occupation, and industry are required in studies of labor
demand; data cross-classified by characteristics such as sex, age, and
education are required in studies of labor supply. In the absence of data
disaggregated by both industrial and demographic characteristics, mea-
sures of labor input that fail to reflect differences in productivity among
workers remain in common use. A recent illustration is provided by a
study of the growth of labor input during the postwar period by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics (1973b). The study provides data on hours
worked for broadly defined age-sex groups and five major industrial
groups. No attempt is made to construct measures of labor input that
reflect differences in productivity among workers:
All manhours published in this bulletin are treated as homogeneous
units. In other words, changes in the quality of labor, as reflected in
shifts toward high skilled workers and increased wage rates, are not
reflected in the estimates.1'
10. Kendrick purposely avoids disaggregating the employed population by dem-
ographic characteristics. Any difference in the productivity of an hour's work by
laborers of differing personal characteristics should, in Kendrick's view, be cap-
tured not in a measure of factor input but in an index of productivity change.
By contrast, Denison posits that disaggregation by personal characteristicsis
essential in measuring labor input. In his view, shifting composition by industrial
and occupational characteristics does not reflect changes in the level of labor input
but should be included in the measure of productivity change.
ii. U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (1973b), p. 32.33U.S. Productivity Growth by Industry
We present indexes of labor input for the fifty-one industry groups in-
cluded in our study in section 1.2.5. Our data base can be used to
generate indexes of labor input cross-classified by each of the charac-
teristics we have employed in compiling data on hours worked and
compensation per hour.
1.2.2Multiproportional Matrix Model
For each year in the period 1947—73 we require matrices of data on
hours worked and labor compensation per hour, cross-classified by the
demographic and industrial characteristics of labor input listed in table
1.1. This cross-classification involves a total of 81,600 entries for each
matrix for each year. Data on the components of labor input—employ-
ment, hours per week, weeks per year, and labor compensation—are
not available in published form for such a detailed cross-classification.
However, considerable detail is available for individual years on the
basis of two-way, three-way, and even four-way cross-classifications.
Data from the decennial Census of Population is more detailed than
data from the annual Current Population Survey. Our objective is to
exhaust the detail available from both sources in constructing matrices
for each component of labor input for each year.
In constructing matrices for employment, hours per week, weeks per
year, and labor compensation we employ the published cross-classifica-
tions as control totals. The problem that remains is to generate estimates
of each component of labor input for all 81,600 cells of the cross-classi-
fication presented in table 1.1 for each year. For this purpose we have
developed a multiproportional matrix model, generalizing the RAS
method introduced by Stone (1962) and formalized by Bacharach
(1965) as the biproportional matrix model. To illustrate the multi-
proportional matrix model we find it useful to consider the bipropor-
tional matrix model as an example. Consider two nonnegative matrices,
say A and B. The elements of the first matrix, say are known.
The problem is to estimate the unknown elements, say (b11) of the sec-
ond matrix, where only the row and column sums (ui) and
= (i =1,2, ..., m),
= (j= 1,2, ..., n),
are known.
To specify the problem of estimating the unknown elements
more precisely, we introduce the assumption that the matrix B is bipro-
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= (i=1, 2, ...,m;j=1,2,...,
whereis a factor associated with the ith row of A and s5 is a factor
associated with the jth column of A. The problem of estimating the
unknown elements of the matrix B reduces to the problem of choosing
row and column factors (ri, s1) so that the row and column sums are
equal to the known row and column sums v,)and the elements of
B are nonnegative. To state the problem more formally we can intro-
duce the diagonal matrix P with diagonal elements and the diagonal
matrixwith diagonal elements {s,}.Wecan represent sequences of
such matrices by it). Theset of matrices B that are biproportional
to the matrix A is defined by the conditions




whereis a vector of ones, u is a vector with elements and v is a
vector with elements
The matrices B that are biproportional to a given matrix A can. be
written in the "RAS"form
B =?A
oras the limit of such matrices. Bacharach shows that for any matrix
A such that every row and every column has at least one positive ele-
ment, and for any vectors u and v with all elements positive and
=
thereexists a unique nonnegative matrix B that is biproportional to
nonnegative matrix AThemethod for constructing the matrix B pro-
posed by Stone (1962) and others involves an iterative process. The
first iteration requires two steps:
1. Multiply the ith row by a scalar, saysuch that the row sum is
equal to the given total
2. Multiply the jth column by a scalar, say s's, such that the column
sum is equal to the given total
The result of this process is a new, nonnegative matrix, say A1, that
serves as the starting point of the next iteration. Successive iterations
of the process define a sequence of matrices (At) defined by
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At = At—i (t =1,2, ...),
where
A°A.
Bacharach shows that the process converges to the unique bipropor-
tional matrix B.13
We next consider the multiproportional matrix model. In defining
this model we find it useful to rewrite the nonnegative matrix A, where
A[a1, a2 ...
and a, is the jth column of A, as a column vector, say a, where
a1
a2
Next, we consider any partition ofelements of a, that is, any set of
subsets of the elements of a such that each element is assigned to one
and only one subset. We restrict consideration to partitions of the ele-
ments of a such that each subset contains at least one positive element.
As before, the elements of the matrix A or the column vector a are
known. The problem is to estimate the unknown elements of a matrix
B, where
B= [b1,b2. .. bj,




Weconsider a partition of the vector b corresponding to any given
partition of the vector a, denoting the sum of all elements in the ith
subset of the jth partition of b by U'j, where all such sums are positive
and the sum over all subsets is the same for all partitions. We say that
the vector b is multiproportional to the vector a if the following condi-
tions are satisfied:
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1. There are factors (njsuchthat each element of b can be repre-
sented either as the product of such factors, one for each partition,
and the corresponding element of a or as the limit of a sequence of
products of this type.
2. The vector b is nonnegative.
3. The sum of elements of b in the ith subset of the jth partition is
equal to
There exists a unique nonnegative vector b that is multiproportional to
a nonnegative vector a.
To construct the vector b that is multiproportional to a vector a, we
employ an iterative process. The first iteration requires as many steps
as there are partitions of the vector a. At the jth step we multiply the
elements in the ith subset of the jth partition by a scalar, say such
that the sum of elements in the subset is equal to the given total
The result of this process is a new, nonnegative vector, say a', that
serves as the starting point of the next iteration. Successive iterations
of the process define a sequence of vectors (at) such that each element
is the product of the scalars (nt1) and the corresponding element from
the preceding iteration, where
a° =a.
This process converges to the unique multiproportional vector b.
As an illustration of the muhiproportional matrix model, consider
the case where one has available information separately classified by
each of two characteristics and wishes to construct a matrix cross-
classified by these characteristics. Both marginal distributions can be
used as input into the multiproportional matrix model, following the
iterative procedure outlined above. If a three-way cross-classification
is the objective and the data set includes all three possible two-way
cross-classifications, the multiproportional matrix model can be applied
in four ways. Any pair of two-way cross-classifications can be employed
or all three can be used simultaneously. Fortunately, the appropriate
choice can be made on elementary grounds. In estimating the elements
of the multiproportional matrix, the number of degrees of freedom can
be reduced to a minimum by using as much overlapping marginal in-
formation as is available. In this example, all three two-way cross-
classifications would be employed in the model as marginal distributions.
1.2.3Annual Hours Worked
Introduction
The task of developing measures of labor input cross-classified by
sex, age, education, employment status, and occupation for each indus-
try can be divided between compiling data on annual hours worked and
i
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compiling data on labor compensation. In this section we present our
methodology and data sources for constructing annual data on hours
worked; we discuss the development of data on labor compensation in
the following section. Our first step in measuring annual hours worked
is to construct employment matrices for the civilian work force for each
postwar year, cross-classified by sex, age, education, employment class,
occupation, and industry of employment. Marginal totals for employ-
ment are based on the last three decennial Censuses of Population and
the postwar Current Population Survey. We combine data from these
sources by means of the multiproportional matrix model presented in
the preceding section. The resulting employment matrices are adjusted
to employment totals by industry from the U.S. national income and
product accounts.
The second step in measuring annual hours worked is to incorporate
differences in hours worked by different groups of workers. Since estab-
lishment-based surveys provide data on hours paid rather than hours
worked, hours paid have often been substituted for hours worked in
measuring labor input. The latter is clearly more appropriate as a mea-
sure of labor input. The growing importance of hours that are paid but
not worked due to vacations, illness, personal leaves, and holidays leads
to an upward bias in the growth of hours worked if data on hours paid
are substituted for data on hours worked. To avoid the deficiencies of
establishment-based data on hours paid we employ data on hours
worked from household surveys reported in the decennial census and
the Current Population Survey. We employ the multiproportional matrix
model in constructing matrices of hours worked per week, cross-classi-
fied by sex, age, employment class, occupation, and industry for each
year. The resulting hours-worked matrices are adjusted to industry totals
from the national accounts. We define annual hours worked for each
category of labor input as the product of employment, hours worked
per week, and the number of weeks in the calendar year, fifty-two.
Employment
Our first step in constructing employment matrices for the civilian
work force for each postwar year is to assign each worker to one of
81,600 cells, cross-classified by sex, age, education, employment class,
occupation, and industry of employment. Information for the years of
the decennial Census of Population—1950, 1960, and 1970—is con-
siderably more detailed than information available for other years from
the Current Population Survey. We employed two-way, three-way, and
four-way cross-classifications of employment from the census in gener-
ating the full six-way cross-classification for each census year. The value
of employment for each cell in the detailed cross-classification was
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Population were used in the multiproportional matrix model to control
the distribution of employment among cells for the corresponding year.
We then ranked intermediate years by the detail available for marginal
totals in each year. We initialized the employment matrix for each
intermediate year by a weighted average of employment matrices from
the nearest years for which an employment matrix was already avail-
able, beginning with a weighted average of matrices based on the decen-
nial censuses. All available marginal totals available for each year were
incorporated by means of the multiproportional matrix model. For the
years 1947, 1948, 1949, 1971, 1972, and 1973 this process was initial-
ized with the nearest year for which an employment matrix was avail-
able.
The incorporation of Alaska and Hawaii into U.S. census data in
1960 and the redefinition of census labor force conceptst4 beginning
with the 1967 household survey necessitated special approaches to the
labor input data for these years. The resolution of the discontinuity
between 1959 and 1960 is straightforward. We have constructed two
employment matrices for 1960—one defined on a basis comparable
with earlier years, the other to later years. Since the 1960 census was
the first survey to incorporate data for Alaska and Hawaii, we create a
C
separateemployment matrix for the forty-ninth and fiftieth states by
means of the multiproportional matrix model. The matrix for the two
states is then subtracted from the matrix for all fifty states to create
a second 1960 matrix that is comparable with 1959 and earlier years.
Fortunately, most of the definitional changes introduced by the Bu-
reau of the Census in January 1967 affect the distinction between the
C
unemployedand those who are not in the labor force and did not affect
data on the employed labor force. Three changes did affect the employ-
ment data. First, employed persons who are not at work during the
survey week and are looking for another job had their classification
changed from unemployed to employed:
Up to now (January 1967) the small group of persons absent from
their jobs the entire survey week because of vacations, illness, strikes,
14. Most of the definitional changes introduced by the Census Bureau in Jan-
uary 1967 affect the distinction between the unemployed and those who are not
in the labor force. See Stein (1967). These changes do not influence this study.
However, changes in the interviewers' questioning policy and the bureau's classi-
ficatory criteria do have an impact. Beginning in January 1967, (i) those persons,
previously classified as unemployed, who were absent from their jobs during the
entire survey week because of vacations, strikes, etc., but were looking for other
jobs were now classified as employed; (ii) former proprietors who later incorpo-
rated their businesses were now assigned to the wage and salary class rather than
the self-employed category; and (iii)all fourteen- and fifteen-year-old laborers
were no longer considered part of the labor force.
—
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bad weather, etc., who were looking for other jobs was classified as
unemployed. Starting in January 1967, such persons are classified
as employed—that is, among others "with a job but not at work."15
This definitional change shifted approximately 80,000 from
the unemployed to the employed category.
We ultimately control our employment data to totals based on estab-
lishment surveys. Since these totals include all workers who received
pay during the survey period, whether or not they actually worked dur-
ing the period, the establishment survey classifies workers receiving pay
from one job, though physically absent and looking for another job, as
employed. The control totals for our employment data are unaffected
by the first census redefinition. Since there is no evidence to suggest
that the industrial and demographic characteristics of the 80,000 persons
reclassified from unemployed to employed are different from the char-
acteristics of the employed population, we made no adjustments in the
distribution of workers in our employment matrices based on household
surveys.
The second census redefinition involved a more accurate classification
of employed persons between wage and salary workers and self-em-
ployed and unpaid family workers. Prior to January 1967 a person was
simply asked in which of the two classes he or she belonged. By the
early sixties it had become clear that some proprietors who had incor-
porated their businesses were still defining themselves as part of the
self-employed when, in actuality, they should be classified as employees
of a corporate business. After January 1967, whenever a census-taker
received a "self-employed" response, an additional question was asked
to determine whether the "proprietor's" business was incorporated. The
respondent was then properly classified into one of the two employment
classes. The Census Bureau estimated that this question accounted for
a shift of approximately 750,000 workers17 from the self-employed to
the wage and salary class.
To provide a basis for constructing continuous time series, the Census
Bureau conducted a separate survey of 17,500 households, the Monthly
Labor Survey, during 1966. This survey was based on the new question-
naire which was to become effective in January 1967. Paralleling this
was the traditional Current Population Survey of 35,000 households.
We could have treated this shift of 750,000 laborers in the same manner
as the introduction of Alaska and Hawaii. We could have constructed
a second 1966 matrix based on the Monthly Labor Survey. This matrix
would be defined in terms consistent with 1967 and all later years.
15. Stein (1967), p. 7.
16. Ibid., p. 10.
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However,unlike the addition of new states at a point in time, which
leaves all labor matrices preceding the date of statehood unaffected,
the reallocation of the corporate self-employed affects labor matrices
in all years prior to 1967. Consequently, we find it essential to adjust
all pre-1967 household matrices for the corporate self-employed.
The Bureau of Economic Analysis used the two 1966 census surveys
to estimate the number of workers misclassified as self-employed in
each industry in 1966. The Bureau then linearly extrapolated each
industry's corporate self-employed back to 1948, assuming that the
corporate self-employed were one-third the 1966 total in 1958 and zero
in 1948. All the post-1947 employment totals reported in the national
accounts were adjusted to reflect this reclassification. Although our
employment matrices are controlled to totals from the Bureau of Eco-
nomic Analysis, we require estimates of the demographic characteristics
of the corporate self-employed. These workers are more likely to share
the demographic characteristics of the self-employed than those of wage
and salary workers.
For each industry and each year from 1948 to 1966 we distributed
the corporate self-employed by sex, age, education, and occupation
characteristics by allocating totals from the Bureau of Economic Analy-
sis in proportion to the distribution of self-employed and unpaid family
workers from the household survey.18 We then subtracted this matrix
for each industry and each year from the corresponding household
employment matrix for self-employed workers and added itto the
employment matrix for wage and salary workers. This procedure not
only accounts for the definitional shifts occurring in 1967 but also
corrects misallocations affecting the measure of labor input in each year
from 1948 to 1966.
The final and most perplexing change introduced in 1967 involved
the decision to drop all employed fourteen- and fifteen-year-olds from
the census's definition of the labor force. While the Department of
Commerce no longer provides data on these young workers cross-classi-
fied by the demographic characteristics previously reported, limited
demographic data on employed fourteen- and fifteen-year-olds isstill
collected by the census bureau and reported separately from the usual
labor force data. This information was used together with employment
matrices representing those sixteen years old or over to construct a
complete 1947—73 series for all employed persons fourteen years of
age and older.
While census data based on household surveys provide the best source
of data on labor input cross-classified by industrial and demographic
18. Results based on the CLrrent Population Survey were used to initialize the
multiproportional matrix model for 1966 and earlier years.
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characteristics, industry totals must be reconciled with data based on
establishment surveys. First, census reports suffer from a slight under-
count. Part of the undercount can be attributed to the bureau's decision
to classify a multiple job holder only in the industry where he works
the most hours. A valid measure of annual hours worked requires a
count of jobs held in the economy rather than a count of employed
persons. This necessitates counting each laborer holding multiple jobs
as employed in each industry in which he works no matter how insig-
nificant the number of hours in his secondary jobs. Establishment-based
surveys meet this requirement. Second, industry totals from establish-
ment surveys include those employed workers who are less than four-
teen years old. Since their contribution to output is captured in produc-
tion measures, their labor input must be incorporated into a measure
of total labor input.
Establishment surveys provide an enumeration of jobs rather than
persons at work. The resulting employment data are based on annual
average job counts from surveys of establishments. These data include
• workers who received pay but were not at work during the survey week,
while household surveys count only those who were actually at work
• during the survey week. A worker who is absent from his job but paid
during the survey week or employed at other times during the year is
not absent for all fifty-two weeks of the calendar year. Exclusion of
these workers would lead to a downward bias in annual labor input
for the corresponding category of labor input. Using an establishment
count of employees paid and later assigning to absent workers the aver-
age annual hours worked by workers with comparable demographic
• characteristics who received pay during the survey period provides a
more attractive approach to measuring annual hours worked.
Both the Bureau of Economic Analysis and the Bureau of Labor
Statistics publish annual establishment-based estimates of the number
of employed persons by industry. Integration of our measure of labor
input with the U.S. national income and product accounts requires that
we use the Bureau of Economic Analysis estimates. These estimates are
largely based on annual averages of the employment returns by indi-
vidual establishments to state unemployment insurance bureaus. The
payroll data account for nearly 80% of wages and salaries and almost
95%ofwages and salaries in private industry. While the Bureau of
Labor Statistics also bases its employment series to state unemployment
insurance data, it controls its industry totals to the March returns rather
than to annual averages. In addition, the Bureau of Labor Statistics
data do not include agricultural and private household sectors, while
data from the national income and product accounts include these
sectors. After each year's census matrices had served as marginal inputs
into the multiproportional matrix model, the resulting household ma-
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trices of employment were then adjusted to totals by industry from the d
national accounts. The result is a complete time series of matrices cross-
classifying all employed persons by industrial and demographic char-
acteristics for the period 1947—73.
Hours
Measures of labor input must incorporate differences in hours worked
by different groups of workers. The Bureau of Labor Statistics pub-
lishes data on hours paid based on establishment surveys. Hours data
are compiled only for production labor in manufacturing and nonsuper-
visory workers in nonmanufacturing, so that hours worked for supervi-
sory, self-employed, and unpaid family workers are unavailable. A more
important limitation in the series published by the Bureau of Labor
Statisticsis that hours data by industry are not cross-classified by
demographic characteristics. To avoid the deficiencies of establishment-
based hours data we use the hours data collected and published by the a
Bureau of the Census. The census reports only those hours that were
actually worked during the survey week and thus automatically excludes
vacations, holidays, illness, personal leave, and all other circumstances
during which an employed person may be paid for hours he did not
work.
The Census provides data on hours worked cross-classified by the
demographic and industrial characteristics listed in table 1.1. An analy-
sis of the hours-worked data published by the Bureau of the Census
reveals that the total hours worked per week associated with individuals
in each cell has a distribution that can be accurately represented by the
lognormal distribution. We therefore assume that the hours worked by
the individuals in each cell have a lognormal distribution with unknown
location and dispersion parameters. Assigning each employed person
to the appropriate cell cross-classified by sex, age, employment status,
occupation, and industry19 and imposing this lognormality assumption
on the distribution of hours worked, we can estimate the two unknown
parameters by the method of maximum likelihood.
The method of maximum likelihood cannot be applied directly to a
census data on hours worked, since the data are not presented as mdi-
vidual observations, but rather as empirical frequency distributions.
For example, for a given set of labor input characteristics, the census
presents the number of laborers who fall within each of the following
discrete hour classes: 0 hours worked, 1—14, 15—26, 27—34, 35—40,
40, and 41 or more. Gjeddebaek (1949) has provided an adaptation
of the method of maximum likelihood which is directly applicable to
19. Unfortunately, there are no available data covering the postwar period
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data in frequency form.2° The raw frequency data are interpreted as
drawings from a multinomial model where the Units within any given
cell are divided into mutually exclusive groups corresponding to the
census intervals. Using the lognormal distribution to describe the prob-
abilities of observing individuals in each interval, the likelihood of
observing any given empirical distribution of hours worked can be
maximized.
While the multinomial model enables us to obtain estimates of mean
hours worked for each demographic cell in each marginal distribution
provided by the census, these averages will be biased upward unless
they are adjusted for holders of multiple jobs. This bias arises because
the census classifies a person holding more than one job as employed
only in that industry in which he works the most hours. Furthermore,
the census allocates to that industry the multiple job holder's total hours
worked at all jobs regardless of the industry in which the hours were
actually worked. This accounting framework incorrectly assigns the
total number of hours to the primary job, while neglecting to assign
the appropriate number of hours worked by multiple job holders to
their secondary jobs.
• The separate effects of the census's procedure of assigning employed
persons and their hours worked solely to primary industries reinforce
each other, leading to mean estimates that are biased upward. Consider
two industries A and B which together employ three workers. The first
works 5 hours in A, the second works 20 hours in A and 15 in industry
B, and the third works 10 hours in B and 5 hours in A. The true mean
hours worked in each industry are as follows:
Industry A:(5 +20+=10,
IndustryB:(15 ±10)=12.5.
Calculatingthese averages on thebasis of raw data reported by the
census would lead to the following estimates:
Industry A:(L1 ±L2)=(535)=20,
IndustryB:
Thus,failure to adjust for multiple job holders clearly leads to an up-
ward bias in all industries where multiple job holders play a role.
20. Barger (1971) has applied Gjeddebaek's method to the estimation of mean
earnings from data available in frequency form.
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Using data on hours published in the Special Labor Force Reports,
we subtract from each cell created directly from the census reports
those hours that were worked in other industries and add these hours
to the appropriate secondary industries. The multiproportional matrix
model is then used to construct a matrix of average weekly hours worked
by persons cross-classified by sex, age, employment class, occupation,
and industry. We first construct matrices of hours worked for the years
of the decennial Census of Population, initializing the matrix for each
year with the corresponding employment matrix and incorporating all
available marginal totals. For intermediate years the matrix is initialized
by a matrix with entries equal to the product of the entries from the
corresponding employment matrix and a weighted average of the entries
from matrices of average hours worked from the nearest years for which
an hours matrix was available.
The household survey data on employment and hours worked for
the 1948—66 period are based on a set of definitions allocating the cor-
porate self-employed to the class of self-employed and unpaid family
workers. Applying the multinomial model to the frequency distributions
of hours worked by the self-employed as reported in both the Current
Population Survey and the Monthly Labor Survey for 1966, we deter-
mined that weekly hours worked in 1966 by the corporate self-em-
ployed are not statistically different from the weekly hours worked by
all self-employed workers, but are different from the weekly hours
worked by wage and salary workers. In most cases, the corporate self-
employed worked more hours per week than their wage and salary
counterparts. Using the demographic and industrial distribution of the
corporate self-employed, as described above, and estimating average
weekly hours worked by these workers from data on average weekly
hours worked by self-employed workers with comparable demographic
and industrial characteristics, we adjust each entry in our matrices of
weekly hours for wage and salary workers for the years 1948 to 1966
to reflect the weekly hours worked by the corporate self-employed. No
adjustment of the matrices on average weekly hours worked by self-
employed workers is required.
Using data on annual totals of hours worked by industry, recently
compiled and published by the Bureau of Economic Analysis, we con-
tràl our estimates of annual hours worked within each industry to totals
for the industry. Our first step is to convert BEA estimates of annual
hours worked for each industry to weekly hours worked by dividing
by the number of weeks in a calendar year, fifty-two. Controlling our
weekly hours matrices to these totals and dividing by our employment
matrices enumerating jobs, we obtain estimates of average weekly hours
per job. It is important to emphasize that the corresponding frequency
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workers "with a job but not at work" as reporting zero hours worked
in the survey week. These workers are included in our estimates of
average hours worked, so that we obtain weekly hours worked per job
for each category of worker. Consequently, we control our estimates
of weekly hours worked per job for each industry to estimates of weekly
hours worked per job from the Bureau of Economic Analysis data on
hours worked and employment. The result is an annual series of ma-
trices of average weekly hours worked per job, cross-classified by the
demographic and industrial characteristics presented in table 1.1.
1.2.4Labor Compensation
introduction
The choice of an appropriate accounting framework for measuring
the compensation of labor input is important for at least two reasons.
First, labor compensation is required in order to weight hours worked
in forming an index of labor input for each industry. Second, the total
wage bill must reflect labor's share in total cost in the measurement of
productivity. Our approach to the measurement of labor compensation
is based on data for average compensation for the civilian work force
from the last three decennial Censuses of Population. These data provide
estimates of average compensation per person; our employment data
provide estimates of the number of jobs. Our first step in measuring
labor compensation is to provide a basis for converting average com-
pensation per person to average compensation per job. For this purpose
we construct matrices of weeks paid per year, cross-classified by sex,
age, employment class, occupation, and industry for each year, using
the multiproportional matrix model. The average number of weeks paid
per year for each category of workers, divided by fifty-two, provides
an estimate of the number of jobs per person in each category.
The second step in our measurement of labor compensation is to
construct matrices giving average compensation per person for the ci-
vilian labor force for each postwar year, cross-classified by sex, age,
education, employment class, occupation, and industry of employment.
Marginal totals for average compensation are based on data on wage
and salary income from the three last decennial Censuses of Population.
These data are interpolated and extrapolated from the benchmark years
to obtain estimates of wage and sa'ary income for each year from 1947
to 1973. The wage and salary data for each year are adjusted to incor-
porate employers' contributions to social security and unemployment
compensation and other supplements to wages and salaries. We divide
average compensation per person by the ratio of the average number of
weeks paid per year to fifty-two to obtain average compensation per
job for each category of workers. The resulting compensation matrices
L4.
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are adjusted to control totals for labor compensation by industry from
the U.S. national income and product accounts.
Weeks
In estimating labor compensation from census data it is essential to
recall that the census provides an enumeration of persons on the basis
of household surveys, while data on employment from establishment
surveys provide an enumeration of jobs rather than persons. If a job is
filled by two workers during a given year, each paid for twenty-six
weeks, employment data from establishment surveys will report one
person employed while compensation data from household surveys will
report the compensation received by both workers. Multiplying average
compensation per person in a given category by the number of jobs in
that category would produce a downward bias in the resulting estimate
of labor compensation. To eliminate this source of bias we divide aver-
age compensation per person by the number of jobs per person, esti-
mated as the ratio of the number of weeks paid for each person to
fifty-two. In our example, we would divide average compensation for
each of our two workers by the ratio of twenty-six weeks paid for each
worker to fifty-two to produce an average compensation per job equal
to twice the average compensation per person.
The Bureau of the Census provides the only source of data on weeks
cross-classified by demographic and industrial characteristics of the
work force. As indicated in the following census definition, these data
are compiled on a weeks-paid basis rather than on a weeks-worked
basis.
The data on weeks worked pertain to the number of different weeks
in which a person did any work for pay or profit (including paid
vacation and sick leave) or worked without pay on a family farm or
in a family business.21
Census data on weeks paid from household surveys are compiled on the
same basis as data on employment from establishment surveys, which
include all jobs for which payment is made rather than the number of
workers actually at work during the survey period. At this point we find
it useful to emphasize that the employment matrices we have generated
from household surveys are controlled to industry totals from establish-
ment surveys.
A problem in the use of the weeks data arises from the census's policy
of assigning all weeks for which a worker was paid during the past year
to the cell representing that worker's present demographic and industrial
characteristics. This may introduce a bias if the worker has crossed
21. u.s. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of
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occupation, class, or industry boundaries during the past year. The data
constrain our options and allow us to do little more than
this limitation. However, two qualifying notes may be appended. First,
according to Bancroft (1963), fewer than 6% of all employed persons
actually crossed such boundaries in 1961.22 While this percentage may
shift over time, a second and more important finding of this same study
of job mobility reveals that 96.7% of the job changes were self-cancel-
ing23—that is, except for 3.3% of the sample, job shifts away from
each class-occupation-industry category were fully offset by employment
shifts into the same category. Consequently, unless the cumulative weeks
paid of workers leaving a particular job differ substantially from the
weeks paid of incoming laborers, little bias is introduced by the census
procedure.
Since the census reports weeks paid in the form of empirical fre-
quency distributions, the steps used to construct weeks matrices are
very similar to those used in deriving the hours-worked matrices. First,
we assign each person to the appropriate cell. Assuming that weeks
paid for the individuals in each cell have a lognormal distribution, we
estimate the unknown parameters of this distribution from the empirical
frequency distributions reported by the Bureau of the Census. No data
are available on the weeks paid for multiple job holders for principal
and secondary jobs; however, Perrella (1970) reports that almost half
of all multiple job holders worked at both principal and secondary jobs
in all twelve months preceding a survey taken in May 1969.24 Accord-
ingly, we assume that the average of weeks paid for multiple job holders
is equal to the average number of weeks paid in each industry of em-
ployment.
The multiproportional matrix model is used in constructing a matrix
of weeks paid for employed persons, cross-classified by sex, age, em-
ployment class, occupation, and industry. The matrix for each decennial
census year is initialized by means of the corresponding employment
matrix; all available marginal totals of weeks paid for each year are
then incorporated. Matrices for intermediate years are initialized by a
matrix with entries equal to the product of the entries from the corre-
sponding employment matrix and a weighted average of entries from
matrices of average weeks paid from the nearest years for which weeks
matrices were available. No marginal totals were available for 1947 and
1948, so that we employ the matrix for average weeks paid for 1949
to represent the corresponding matrices for 1947 and 1948. Similarly,
no marginal totals are available for 1971, so that we use an average of
the matrices for average weeks paid for 1970 and 1972 to represent the
22. Bancroft (1963), tables F and G.
23. Ibid.
24. Perrella (1970), p.3.
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matrix for 1971. A procedure identical to that applied to hours worked
was used to adjust the 1948—66 data on weeks worked for reallocation
of the corporate self-employed to the wage and salary class.
Labor Compensation
The first problem in measuring labor compensation is the selection
of a concept that reflects differences among the marginal products of
individual workers. The available census compensation data include
total income, earnings, and wage and salary earnings. Earnings include
the return to capital invested by self-employed workers in their private
businesses, as the following definition indicates:
Earnings are the sum of wages and salary income and self-employ-
ment income. Self-employment income is defined as net money in-
come (gross receipts minus operating expenses) from a business,
farm, or professional enterprise in which the person was engaged on
his own account.25
Earnings reflect differences in marginal products of workers, but also
incorporate differences in income from the use of capital. The wage and
salary income of wage and salary workers is a more appropriate starting
point for the measurement of labor compensation.
A second problem in measuring labor compensation is that the cost
of labor input from the point of view of the firm is the sum of both
direct payments to labor in the form of wages and salaries and indirect
payments that take the form of supplements. The Bureau of the Census
reports compensation from the point of view of the household, so that
the incomes reported are measures of wage and salary income rather
than the total of wages, salaries, and supplements. Household surveys
exclude employers' contributions to social security, pension plans, un-
employment insurance, and all the other programs that are combined
under the heading of supplements. Differentials in the proportion of
supplements in labor compensation are sufficient to make suspect any
assumption of proportionality of direct labor payments to total labor
cost. For example, employers' contributions to social security and un-
employment insurance are calculated by applying a percentage to each
worker's annual earnings, but only up to a fixed maximum.
A third problem in measuring labor compensation concerns the ap-
propriate time period for comparisons of the marginal productivities
among distinct labor groups. A worker's average compensation per
hour provides a good approximation to the worker's marginal produc-
tivity. Annual compensation, even based on labor earnings for each
worker, is hardly an adequate proxy for compensation per hour, since
25. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census o/
Populazion—1960. Industrial Characteristics, PC(2)—7F, p. xvi.49 U.s. Productivity Growth by Industry
annual labor compensation is the product of annual hours and hourly
compensation. Annual hours may differ widely among groups and over
time. If annual hours worked vary over demographic and industrial
groups, then differences in labor compensation based on variations in
annual earnings do not parallel differences in marginal productivity.
An appropriate measure of labor compensation requires estimates of
average compensation per hour for each of the categories of labor to be
aggregated.
The fourth problem in measuring labor compensation is whether
weights based on compensation per hour worked should be fixed over
the whole time period or should vary from year to year. To account for
shifting demand conditions, changing production techniques, or the im-
pact of constraints on labor supply, the best approach is to construct
a set of weights based on compensation per hour worked for each year.
We have undertaken the construction of measures of hourly compensa-
tion for each of the postwar years 1947 through 1973. Just as for data
on hours and weeks, annual compensation data are presented in the
form of empirical frequency distributions for the three benchmark years
1949, 1959, and 1969. Since economists investigating the distribution
of labor income in the United States have long observed that the dis-
tributions can be approximated by a lognormal probability distribution,
we have employed Gjeddebaek's adaptation of the method of maximum
likelihood to estimate the parameters of this distribution. We have em-
ployed this method to estimate average wage and salary income for each
category of labor input. It is important to note that this estimate refers
to the wage and salary income of persons and not to the sum of wage
payments to all workers occupying a given job.
Estimates based on Bureau of the Census data identify the amount
of income workers receive and not the total labor cost incurred by the
firm. To estimate labor cost we have distributed employers' contribu-
tions to social security among employees by adding to wage and salary
income the appropriate dollar amount as determined by the workers'
annual wages or salaries and the year's social security tax laws as de-
scribed by Pechman (1971). Similarly, we added unemployment com-
pensation contributions by employers to the wage and salary income
matrices. These two adjustments account for nearly 70% of all earnings
supplements.
Up to this point we have defined average labor compensation per
person rather than average compensation per job. Two persons report-
ing $10,000 each for twenty-six weeks' work earn a different sum of
supplements than a single laborer reporting $20,000 income for a full
year's work. To convert the census data on average compensation per
person to data on average compensation per job we divide average
compensation for each category of worker by the ratio of the numberSO FrankM.Gollop/Dale W. Jorgenson
of weeks paid to the number of weeks in a calendar year, fifty-two. The
resulting matrices of annual labor compensation of wage and salary
workers are inputs into the multiproportional matrix model.
Control totals for annual labor compensation by industry are taken
directly from table 6.1 in the national income issue of the Survey of
Current Business. These labor compensation data include all employer
supplements. In addition to guaranteeing correct industry totals, these
data provide the basis for the distribution of the 30% of labor sup-
plements not accounted for directly. In addition, establishment-based
control totals assure that the compensation of multiple job holders is
appropriately distributed among each worker's industries of employ-
ment. Finally, the national income and product accounts provide a
continuous time series of labor compensation for the period 1947
through 1973. The labor compensation matrix for each intermediate
year is initialized by a matrix with entries equal to the product of annual
hours worked for the corresponding cell and a weighted average of
wages and salaries per hour worked for the nearest census years with
weights given by log-linear interpolation.
The hourly wage estimates for the benchmark years include em-
ployers' contributions to social security and unemployment insurance
as well as all payments to employee pension funds and similar pro-
grams. These payments vary from year to year depending on the current
tax laws, union contracts, and so on. Failure to account for these
changes would introduce a bias when using data reported for census
years to estimate wage rates for intermediate years. To adjust wage
data so that wage rates do not reflect employers' tax contributions and
other indirect payments, a matrix of annual labor compensation is gen-
erated with all nontax supplements excluded. Second, a matrix of
benchmark wage rates exclusive of each year's social security and un-
employment insurance taxes paid by employers is generated. We initial-
ize each intermediate year's compensation model with an initial estimate
of annual wages excluding supplements.
We next estimate wage rates for each intermediate year. We first
adjust the earnings estimates to reflect wage and salary totals, exclusive
of employer supplements, published by the Bureau of Economic Analy-
sis. Next we estimate the appropriate level of employer contributions
to social security and unemployment insurance for each cell; to account
for the remaining supplements we adjust data from all cells to control
totals from the national income and product accounts. To obtain wages
earned per hour worked, where wages represent the sum of the em-
ployers' direct and indirect payments to labor, we divide labor compen-
sation by hours worked, defined by the product of employment, weekly
hours worked, and the number of weeks per calendar year, fifty-two.
Together with the decennial census matrices described above, theseSI U.S. Productivity Growth by Industry
estimates for intermediate years form a complete time series of em-
ployers' direct plus indirect hourly payments to labor for the period
1947—73.
Since earnings reported to the census by self-employed laborers are
a combination of labor income and the return to noncorporate capital,
the procedure we have described for estimating labor compensation can
be applied only to wage and salary workers. An index of labor input
requires an estimate of the labor compensation of self-employed and
unpaid family workers. Given the compensation of employees and non-
corporate income by industry from the national income and product
accounts, two options present themselves. Holding sex, age, education,
occupation, and industry constant, we could assume that both classes
of workers earn identical hourly wages. Using the employment, hours,
and weeks matrices generated above, an estimated wage bill for the
self-employed could be calculated for each industry. Subtracting this
total from noncorporate income, we would obtain property compensa-
tion. Alternatively, we could assume that both corporate and noncor-
porate capital earn the same after-tax return. Noncorporate property
income for each industry could then be subtracted from total noncor-
porate income to obtain labor compensation. The residual would repre-
sent the labor return to that industry's self-employed and unpaid family
workers. This wage bill could be distributed among the self-employed
so as to preserve the wage differentials observed among that industry's
classified wage and salary workers.
We have chosen to assume that after-tax rates of return are the same
for corporate and noncorporate business. Differences in individual pref-
erences and barriers to entry of some wage and salary workers into the
self-employed category are sufficient to make suspect any claim that
wages are equal, even controlling for labor characteristics. By contrast,
there is less reason to expect that immobility of capital results in differ-
ential after-tax rates of return in the corporate and noncorporate sectors.
The cost of incorporating a noncorporate business is relatively modest,
and small corporations can be treated in the same manner as noncor-
porate businesses from the point of view of the corporate income tax.
The legal form of organization, corporate or noncorporate, can be al-
tered with little impact on the use of capital, so that capital is freely
mobile between sectors.
1.2.5Indexes of Labor Input
We have outlined the development of data on annual hours worked
and labor compensation per hour for each industrial sector, cross-
classified by sex, age, education, employment class, and occupation of
workers. To construct an index of labor input for each industrial sector
we assume that sectoral labor input, say can be expressed as a52 Frank M. Gollop/Dale W. Jorgenson
translog function of its individual components, say The corre-
sponding index of sectoral labor input is a translog quantity index of
individual labor inputs:
—In = [in(T)
—in (i =1,2,..., n),
where weights are given by average shares of each component in the




(i= 1,2, ..., n;1= 1,2, ..., q).
Thevalue shares are computed from data on hours worked and
compensation per hour for each component of sectoral labor in-
put, cross-classified by sex, age, education, employment class, and oc-
cupation of workers. Labor compensation for the sector as a whole
is controlled to labor compensation by industry from the U.S.
national income accounts.
For each of the components of labor input into an industrial sector




where the constants of proportionality (QtLZ} transform hours worked
into a flow of labor services. The translog quantity indexes of sectoral
labor input can be expressed in terms of their components (Lu)
or in terms of the components of sectoral hours worked
in —In = [In
—
= [In —In )],
(1= 1,2,...,n).
Weform sectoral indexes of labor input from data on hours worked by
industry, cross-classified by sex, age, education, employment class, and
occupation. Changes in the logarithms of hours worked for each corn-53U.S. Productivity Growth by Industry
ponent are weighted by average shares in sectoral labor compensation.
We can define sectoral hours worked, say },asthe unweighted
sum of its components,
113(T) (i= 1,2,...,n).
Similarly, we can define sectoral indexes of the quality of hours worked,
say {Q'L(T) },thattransform sectoral measures of hours worked into
the translog indexes of labor input:
= (i1,2,..., n).
The sectoral indexes of the quality of hours worked can be expressed
in the form




so that these indexes reflect changes in the composition of hours worked
within each sector.26 Sectoral labor quality remains unchanged ifall
components of hours worked within a sector are growing at the same
rate. Sectoral quality risesif components with higher flows of labor
input per hour worked are growing more rapidly and falls if components
with lower flows per hour worked are growing more rapidly.
We have generated translog indexes of labor input for each industrial
sector listed in table 1.1. There are 1600 categories of labor input for
each industry and 51 industries. Based on the employment, hours,
weeks, and labor compensation data described above, translog indexes
of labor input for the private domestic economy and for a number of
sectoral divisions are presented in column (4) of tables 1.2 through
1.13. Unweighted indexes of hours worked based on the same data are
given in column (2). The ratio between these two series, presented in
column (3), measures the change in labor quality. To facilitate com-
parisons with unweighted and industry-weighted hours indexes, industry
series employed by the Bureau of Labor Statistics and by Kendrick are
presented in columns (1) and (5). Kendrick's labor indexes have been
taken directly from his Postwar Productivity Trends in the United
States: 1948_1969.27
26. Detailed discussions of quality indexes and applications to disaggregated
labor data can be found in doctoral dissertations by Barger (1971) and Chinloy
(1974).
27. See Kendrick (1973), pp. 240—359. For a complete discussion of his meth-
ods, see pages 154—58 of the same book.S4Frank M. Gollop/Dale W. Jorgenson
The primary source of hours and employment estimates for the BLS
productivity studies is the Department of Labor's Current Employment
Statistics Program. Establishment data on employment and average paid
weekly hours of production workers in manufacturing and nonsuper- Ye
visory workers in nonmanufacturing are developed from this program
and published in BLS (1973a) Bulletin no. 1312, "Employment and —j
EarningsStatistics of the United States." The methods currently adopted 194
by BLS in constructing its hours series have evolved considerably from
the original procedures outlined in BLS (1960) Bulletin no. 1249. A 195
working paper describing these methods is available on request from
the Productivity and Technology Division of the Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics. The following passage has been extracted from this working 195
paper and, along with published and unpublished man-hours data made 195
available by BLS, forms the basis for the indexes found in column (1): 195
In the manufacturing sector, separate estimates for production and
nonproduction worker manhours are derived and then aggregated to
the manufacturing total. Production workers and nonproduction
worker employment and production worker average weekly hours
196( are taken directly from published sources (BLS Bulletin 1312). Aver-
age weekly hours for nonproduction workers are developed from
BLS studies of wages and supplements in the manufacturing sector 1961
which provide data on the regularly scheduled workweek of white 19d
collar employees. It is assumed that scheduled hours are equivalent 191
topaid hours for nonproduction workers in manufacturing...
. 196
For nonmanufacturing sectors, employment and weekly hours paid 196
are taken from published sources (BLS Bulletin 1312) . .. Although 196
average weekly hours data refer only to nonsupervisory workers 196
(who comprise about 85 percent of total employment), it is assumed 196
that the length of the workweek for nonsupervisory workers in each 1974
nonmanufacturing industry isthe same forall wage and salary 197
workers. 197
Manhours are computed by multiplying employment by average
weekly hours in each sector and inflated to annual levels using a
constant factor of 52. Each manhour is treated as a homogeneous
unit; no distortion is made between workers with different skill levels
or rates of pay.28
28. U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (1973b), p. 3. The scheduled weekly hours
for nonproduction workers are calculated from data collected by BLS for the
study, Employer Expendituresfor Selected Supplementary Remuneration Prac-
ticesfor Production Workers in Manufacturing industries,1962, BLSBulletin
1428 (1965).
While not mentioned in this excerpt, estimated annual man-hours for proprietors
and unpaid family workers are derived by BLS from the National Income Ac-
counts and the Current Population Survey and are added to industry employee
totals. The BLS indexes presented in column (1) of tables 1.2 through 1.16 simi-






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1.064Table 1.11 Services, Excluding Private Households and Nonprofit
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A comparison of rates of growth in BLS, Kendrick, and translog
indexes of labor input over the 1948—66 period is presented for all
fifty-one industries in table 1.14. In addition, rates of growth of the
— translogindexes of sectoral labor input are presented for five sub-
rick periods of the period 1947—73. Rates of growth of labor input for the
period as a whole are also reported in table 1.14.
1.3Capital Input
1.3.1Introduction
Our next objective is to construct measures of capital input by indus-
trial sector for the U.S. economy in current and constant prices. Our
measures of capital input in constant prices are index numbers con-
structed from data on the services of capital stocks and rental prices for
capital services. At a conceptual level these indexes are strictly analo-
gous to the measures of labor input in constant prices presented in the
preceding section. Capital input takes the form of services of capital
stock just as labor input involves the services of the work force. Capital
services are compensated at rental prices just as labor services are
compensated at wage rates. Pursuing this analogy, a possible approach
to construction of measures of capital input would be to compile data
on rental transactions in capital services. This method provides the basis
for measuring capital services associated with the use of dwellings in the
U.S. national income and product accounts. Data on rental prices for
tenant-occupied dwellings are used to measure rental prices for owner-
occupied dwellings. Data on the stock of both tenant-occupied and
owner-occupied dwellings are used in constructing estimates of the
rental value of housing.
A substantial portion of the assets employed in the U.S. economy
involves capital goods with active rental markets. Most types of land
and structures can be rented, and a rental market exists for many types
of equipment—transportation equipment, construction equipment, elec-
tronic computers, office equipment and furniture, and so on. Unfortu-
nately, very little effort has been devoted to compiling data from rental
transactions, so that the construction of measures of capital input based
on sources analogous to those we have employed for labor input is not
feasible. An alternative approach is to infer the level of capital stocks
at each point of time from data on flows of investment up to that point.
Rental prices required for indexes of capital input in constant prices
can be inferred from data on prices of investment goods and on prop-
erty compensation. To construct measures of capital input that are
consistent with the U.S. national income and product accounts, we have
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sectors from the national product accounts. Similarly, we have con-
troiled our data on property compensation by industry to totals from to
the national income accounts. Ia
We have disaggregated the capital input of each industrial sector into da
cells cross-classified by six types of assets and three legal forms of
organization listed in table 1.15. The classification by asset class corre- tn
sponds to the breakdown of investment flows from the U.S. national
product accounts. The classification by legal form of organization cor- p
responds to the breakdown of property compensation from the U.S. a
national income accounts. Data on property compensation are available o
for forty-six of the fifty-one industry groups included in the list of indus- m4
tries presented in table 1.1 above. Data on property compensation for b
the five sectors corresponding to federal and state and local governments p
are not available. We have constructed indexes of capital input for the w
forty-six sectors of private industry for which data on property corn-
pensation are available. For two of these sectors—private households on
and nonprofit institutions—the legal form of organization is limited to
households and institutions. The remaining forty-four sectors are divided raj
between corporate and noncorporate business, all
Our first task is to construct estimates of capital stock for each type Cli
ofasset and each legal form of organization for forty-six sectors of
private industry for each year for the period 1947—73. Consumers' a$
durable equipment is used only by private households, while producers'
durable equipment is used in every sector except private households.
Residential structures are allocated between owner-occupied dwellings,
assigned to the private household sector, and tenant-occupied dwellings, ci
assignedto finance, insurance, and real estate. Nonresidential structures J4
are assigned to every sector except private households. Inventories are
employed in every sector except private households and nonprofit insti- d
tutions. Land is employed in all forty-six sectors. For depreciable assets s
fd
Table 1.15 Characteristics of Capital Input fQ
Id Asset Class
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—equipment and structures—we employ the perpetual inventory method
m to estimate capital stocks from data on investment. For inventories and
land our estimates are based on balance-sheet data. We describe our
to data sources and the resulting estimates of capital stock in section 1.3.2.
of Our second task is to construct estimates of rental prices by indus-
e- trial sector for each type of asset and each legal form of organization
at for the period 1947—73. Our approach is based on the dual to the per-
r- petual inventory method proposed and implemented by Christensen
s. and Jorgenson (1969, 1973). The perpetual inventory method is based
on the relationship between capital stock at a point of time and invest-
ment up to that point. The dual to the perpetual inventory method is
based on the relationship between the price of an investment good at a
point of time and rental prices of capital services from that point for-
e ward. Each rental price of capital services involves the nominal rate of
return for the industrial sector, rates of depreciation and capital loss
or gain for the type of asset, and variables incorporating the tax struc-
ture for the legal form of organization. We assume that the nominal
rate of return after taxes is the same for all assets within a given sector
and that the sum of rental payments for all assets is equal to total prop-
e erty compensation. On the basis of these assumptions we can allocate
f property compensation for each industry sector among types of assets
and legal forms of organization. We describe our data sources and the
resulting estimates of rental prices for capital services in section 1.3.3.
The desirability of disaggregating capital input by industrial sector,
class of asset, and legal form of organization has been recognized by
Christensen and Jorgenson (1969), Denison (1972), Griliches and
Jorgenson (1966), Jorgenson and Griliches (1967, 1972), Kendrick
(1973), and others. Kendrick has developed measures of capital input
disaggregated by industry for much of the postwar period, but his mea-
sures do not incorporate a cross-classification by class of asset or legal
form of organization. Denison has developed measures of capital input
for the U.S. economy as a whole disaggregated by class of asset and by
legal form of organization, but not by industry.
Data on capital input cross-classified by characteristics such as legal
form of organization and industry are required for studies of capital
demand and investment behavior; data cross-classified by asset class
are required for studies of investment goods supply. Measures of capital
input that fail to reflect differences in productivity among capital assets
remain in common use. Kendrick's recent study of postwar productivity
trends provides data on capital stock by industry; no attempt is made
to construct measures of capital input that reflect differences in produc-
tivity among capital assets. We present indexes of capital input for the
forty-six industry groups included in our study in section 1.3.4. Our74Frank M. Gollop/Dale W. Jorgenson 75
data base can be used to generate indexes of capital input cross-classi- of
fled by class of asset or legal form of organization for industrial sectors. estj
tu
1.3.2Capital Stock St
We next describe the methodology and data sources employed in
constructing estimates of capital stock by industry for each year for the tn
period 1947—73. We construct estimates for each of the six asset classes re
and each of the three legal forms of organization listed in table 1.15. th
For equipment and structures we employ the perpetual inventory 19
method,29 assuming that replacement requirements follow a declining rio
balance pattern for each asset, so that the relationship between invest- se
ment and capital stock takes the form Al
A(T) = 1(T) +(1—S)A(T—1),
where 8 is the rate of replacement. Sti
Jack Faucett Associates (l973a) has compiled annual time series
data on investment by industrial sector for equipment and structures.
These data are available for manufacturing industries through 1971
and for nonmanufacturing industries through 1970. The time series for
equipment for each industry except nonprofit institutions begins in 1920
and covers investment in producers' durable equipment. We have em- C
ployedestimates of investment in producers' durable equipment by
nonprofit institutions from the Bureau of Economic Analysis Capital b
Stock Study (1976a).3° Faucett's time series for structures for each
industry except nonprofit institutions begins in 1890 and covers invest- S
ment in nonresidential structures. The series for finance, insurance, and b
real estate also includes tenant-occupied residential structures. We have
employed estimates of investment in nonresidential structures by non- 1
profit institutions and investment in owner-occupied residential struc- 1
turesby private households from the Bureau of Economic Analysis
Capital Stock Study.
We have updated Faucett's investment series through 1972 for both
manufacturing and nonmanufacturing industries. We have controlled
the sum of investment for all sectors, including nonprofit institutions,
for producers' durable equipment to total investment in producers'
durables from the U.S. national product accounts for the period 1929—
72 and to data from the Capital Stock Study for the period before 1929.
Similarly, we have controlled the sum of investment in nonresidential
structures for all sectors, including nonprofit institutions, to total invest-
ment in nonresidential structures from the U.S. national product ac-
counts and the Capital Stock Study. Finally, we have controlled the sum
29. This account of the perpetual inventory method is based on that of Chris-
tensen and Jorgenson (1973), PP. 265—83; see also Jorgenson (1973).
30. See also Musgrave (1976).
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of investment in residential structures for finance, insurance, and real
estate and for private households to total investment in residential struc-
tures from the U.S. national product accounts and the Capital Stock
Study.
The investment data compiled by Jack Faucett Associates are dis-
tributed among industrial sectors on an establishment basis. We have
reallocated the investment data for nonmanufacturing industries so that
the ratio of historical cost capital consumption allowances for the period
1947—73 to capital consumption allowances from the Bureau of Eco-
g nomic Analysis study of gross product originating is the same for all
sectors. Finally, we have deflated the investment data from Jack Faucett
Associates and the Capital Stock Study to obtain investment in constant
prices; the deflators are based on investment goods prices from the U.S.
national product accounts for the period 1929—72 and from the Capital
Stock Study for the period before 1929.
Given time series data on investment in equipment and structures by
• industry, we have compiled estimates of capital stock by industry and
by type of asset annually for the period 1947—73, expressing capital
stock for each year as a weighted sum of past investments. We assume
that the rate of replacement is twice the reciprocal of the lifetime of the
corresponding asset for each industry from Jack Faucett Associates or
the Capital Stock Study. This assumption results in double declining
balance replacement patterns for all assets. Since the time series for
investment in equipment begin in 1920 and our estimates of capital
stock begin in 1947, we have set the level of investment for periods
before 1920 equal to zero. Similarly, the time series for structures begin
in 1890 and we have set the level of investment equal to zero before
1890. The final step in construction of our estimates of capital stock
is to allocate stocks for each sector, except for private households and
nonprofit institutions, between corporate and noncorporate business.
We allocate stocks for each year in proportion to capital consumption
allowances for corporate and for noncorporate business from the Bureau
of Economic Analysis study of gross product originating.
Our construction of estimates of stocks of land begins with estimates
of the value of land for the economy as a whole generated by Christen-
sen and Jorgenson (1969, 1973). Christensen and Jorgenson based
their estimates on the earlier studies of Goldsmith (1962) and Manvel
(1968).
To establish a benchmark for land we assume that land is 39 percent
of the value of all private real estate in 1956. This is based on a study
of the value of real estate and land by Manvel. Taking the value of
residential and nonresidential structures in 1956 to be 61 percent of
the value of all private real estate, we obtain a benchmark for the
value of land in 1956.••. Wetake the price index of land to be the
LI
1—
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same as Goldsmith's through 1958. We estimate the rate of growth
of land prices between 1956 and 1966 to be 6.9 percent; we use this
rate of growth to extrapolate Goldsmith's price index from 1958 to
1967 (in our case
Using this price index, we estimated the market value of all private land
annually for the period 1947—73. Following the procedure of Christen-
sen and Jorgenson,32 this current dollar aggregate was first allocated
among sectors33 using 1956 proportions from Manvel (1968). The land
assigned to each sector was then allocated among legal forms of organi-
zation (corporate, noncorporate, and household) in proportion to data
reported for 1956 by Goldsmith (1962). These data provided control
totals for our estimates of land by industrial sector.
We employ balance sheet data from the IRS Statistics of Income
(1974) to distribute the market value of land for the economy as a
whole among industrial sectors. Fortunately, balance sheet data on book od
value of land by industrial sector are available for corporations for all
years for the period 1947—73; however, the data are classified by indus-
tries defined on a company rather than establishment basis. The trans-
formation of the balance sheet data to an establishment basis was
accomplished by using the 1958 establishment-company ratios available M
in the Bureau of the Census Enterprise Statistics (1958). In addition,
the Statistics of Income detail for nonmanufacturing industries is less
than the industrial detail used throughout this study; the book value of o
land was distributed among subindustries using current dollar shares
in total plant. Finally, the book values for each industry were adjusted
proportionately so that their sum equaled the controlling market value u
totalfor corporate land. We assume that the ratio of market value to
book value is constant across industries but not over time. Goldsmith's
economy-wide index, extrapolated to the present by Christensen and
Jorgenson, is employed as a land deflator for all industries. Dividing
each industry's current dollar value of corporate land by this deflator,
we obtain the quantity of land held by the corporate sector of each
industry.
Noncorporate land data for partnerships and proprietorships are sepa-
rately available from the Statistics of Income for only a limited number
of years: four for partnerships and two for proprietorships. We began
by generating a consistent set of industry dataeach of the bench-
mark years (1953, 1959, 1963, and 1965) according to a method first
suggested by Hulten (1973b):
31. Christensen and Jorgenson (1969), p. 296.
32. Ibid., p. 301.
33. The land aggregate for each year was distributed among farm, residential,
and nonfarm nonresidential uses.77U.S. Productivity Growth by Industry
(1) The Statistics of Income estimates are inflated from "partnership
• with balance sheets" to the level of "all partnerships" using the ratio
) of total receipts for the latter to total receipts for the former. (2) The
resulting estimates are then adjusted to include sole proprietorships
(to bring the estimates up to the noncorporate level). This is accom-
pushed by calculating the ratio of total receipts of proprietorships
and partnerships to total receipts of partnerships and using the result
to inflate the partnership land estimates. (3) Data for missing indus-
tries are then estimated by allocating the total unaccounted-for land
in the same proportion as the corresponding corporate book values.
The result is a consistent set of benchmarks for the book values of
noncorporate land.34
We then interpolated between and extrapolated beyond each industry's
• benchmark values using the book-value growth rates for the corporate
land held by that sector. Dividing each current dollar industry series by
our land deflator resulted in the desired series of quantities of land held
by the noncorporate sector of each industry.
Sales and purchases of commodities held as inventories are frequently
occurring events. This makes the estimation of current market values
for inventory conceptually straightforward. The Bureau of Economic
Analysis has constructed annual data on current and constant dollar
inventory stocks by industry. Loftus and Hinrichs of the National In-
come and Wealth division kindly made available postwar time series of
corporate and noncorporate inventory stocks and corresponding re-
flators35 for twenty-one two-digit manufacturing sectors and nine non-
manufacturing aggregates. These estimates are consistent with estab-
lishment-basis industry definitions used throughout this research and,
like all our other data series, are controlled to U.S. national income
and product account totals. For the six nonmanufacturing sectors that
require disaggregation,36 we employ the stock distributions available
from constant-dollar inventory stocks from Measures of Working Cap-
ital prepared by Jack Faucett Associates (1973b) and constant-dollar
value added available for each industry from the Bureau of Economic
Analysis (1974a).37 We employ the inventory reflators for both corpo-
34. See Hulten (l973b), p. 67.
35. The refiators are the same for corporate and noncorporate stocks. For a
discussion of the methodology underlying the construction of stocks of business
inventories, see L.oftus (1972).
36. These industries are agriculture, mining, transportation, communications
and public utilities, finance and real estate, and services. The remaining three,
construction and wholesale and retail trade, already had a one-to-one correspon-
dence with our fifty-one-order list.
37. We assume that sectors within each industry aggregate, sharing similar
technologies and product demand characteristics, have a common relation be-
tween inventories and value added.78Frank M.Goflop/DaleW. Jorgenson
rate and noncorporate stocks for all sectors included in each nonmanu-
facturingsector of the Bureau of Economic Analysis study.
1.3.3Property Compensation
e
The dual to the perpetual inventory method originated by Christensen
and Jorgenson (1969, 1973) provides the theoretical framework for
our measures of the rental prices of capital services. For an asset with c
a declining pattern of replacement requirements, the rental price of
capital services takes the form
pff(T) =pj(T—l)r(T)+6p1(T)—[p1(T)
—p1(T—1)].
Therental price is the sum of the nominal return to capital p,(T—l)
r(T)anddepreciation 6p1(T),lessrevaluation p1(T) —p1(T—1).We
can also express the rental price of capital services in terms of the price
of investment goods, the own rate of return on capital in period T,






In the absence of taxation the value of capital services is the product of





Giventhe level of capital stock, the price of investment goods, and the
rate of replacement, the rate of return on capital is the only variable that
remains to be determined in the rental price of capital services.
For a sector not subject to direct or indirect taxes on property in-
come, the value of property compensation is equal to the value of cap-
ital services. We can solve for the rate of return, given data on property
compensation for the sector:
property compensation —(8p,(T)—[p,(T)—p1(T—1)1}A(T——1)
p1(T—1)A(T—1) di79U.S. Productivity Growth by Industry
The rate of return is the ratio of property compensation less deprecia-
tion and plus capital gains to the value of assets at the beginning of the
period. For a sector with more than one type of asset the value of prop-
erty compensation is equal to the sum of the values of capital services
over all assets. We assume that the rate of return is the same for all
or assets, so that we can solve for the rate of return as the ratio of property
th compensation for the sector less depreciation and plus capital gains for
all assets to the value of all assets at the beginning of the period.
We have constructed estimates of capital stock by industry, cross-
classified by the three legal forms of organization and six types of assets
listed in table 1.15. Private households and nonprofit institutions are
treated as separate sectors; capital stocks for the remaining forty-four
industrial sectors are divided between noncorporate and corporate busi-
) ness.In measuring rates of return employed in our estimates of rental
e prices of capital services we must take into account differences in the
tax treatment of property compensation among legal forms of organiza-
tion. Households and institutions are not subject to direct taxes, but
they are subject to property taxes. Noncorporate business is subject to
direct taxation through the personal income tax. Corporate business is
subject to both personal and corporate income taxes. Both noncorporate
and corporate businesses are also subject to property taxes.
We can modify our expression for the rental price of capital services
to incorporate property taxes by adding the rate of taxation, say
multiplied by the price of investment goods, to the rental price:
f pK(T) =p1(T—1)r(T)+8p1(T)—[p1(T)
—p,(T—1)]+pj(T)r(T).
To estimate the rate of return we set property compensation equal to
the value of capital services, as before. The rate of return is the ratio
of property compensation less depreciation, plus capital gains, and less
property taxes, to the value of assets at the beginning of the period.
Depreciation, capital gains, property taxes, and the value of assets are
sums over all assets for a sector with more than one type of asset.
In measuring the value of capital services for private households and
nonprofit institutions we first derive the value of services of owner-
occupied residential real estate, including both land and residential
structures, from data on the value of the use of dwellings in the U.S.
national income and product accounts. To obtain the rate of return on
capital we take the ratio of the value of the services of owner-occupied
residential real estate less depreciation, plus capital gains, and less
property taxes to the value of land and residential structures at the be-
ginning of the period. We assume that the rate of return for consumers'
durable equipment in private households and for all assets in nonprofit80Frank M. Gollop/DaJe W. Jorgenson s
institutions—producers'durable equipment, nonresidential structures,
and land—is the same as for owner-occupied residential real estate, of
Given the prices of each of these investment goods, rates of replacement
for equipment and structures, and tax rates, we can determine the rental
price of each type of asset utilized by private households and nonprofit
institutions. Rates of replacement and the prices of investment goods in•
are taken from those employed in construction of our estimates of cap-
ital stock, as described above. Effective rates of tax are equal to prop-
erty taxes on each type of asset given in the U.S. national income and
product accounts.
For each of the industrial sectors listed in table 1.1, excluding the
five government sectors, private households, and nonprofit institutions, se
property compensation is defined on the basis of data included in the th
Bureau of Economic Analysis study of gross product originating. Prop- to
erty compensation for corporate business is defined as follows: Co
Corporate property compensation k(
=corporatecapital consumption allowances
+ corporate business transfer payments P9
+corporatebusiness property and other taxes ei
+corporateprofits before tax
+ corporate inventory valuation adjustment
+corporatenet interest paid.
Property compensation for noncorporate business is defined as follows:
Noncorporate property compensation C
noncorporate capital consumption allowances d
+noncorporatebusiness transfer payments p
+ noncorporate business property and other taxes
+incomeof unincorporated enterprises




+ noncorporate net interest paid.
To estimate rental prices for the corporate sector of each industry
we must take the taxation of corporate income into account. For pro-
ducers' durable equipment the rental price of capital services, modified
to take the corporate income tax and indirect business taxes into ac-
count, takes the form
u(T)z(T) —k(T)+y(T)
PK(T)L 1—u(T)
X {pj(T—1)r(T) + :
— [p1(T)—p1(T—1)]) +pI(T)T(T),81 U.S. Productivity Growth by Industry
whereu(T)is the corporate income tax rate, z(T) is the present value
e. of capital consumption allowances on one dollar's worth of investment,
it k(T) is the rate of the investment tax credit, and y(T) is a variable
a! used in accounting for the fact that the investment credit was deducted
it from the value of an asset in calculating depreciation for tax purposes
Is in 1962 and 1963:
y(T) =k(T)u(T)z(T),(T =1962,1963),
d 0, 1963).
e For residential and nonresidential structures the rental price of capital
services is the same as for producers' durable equipment, except that
e the rate of the investment tax credit k(T) is equal to zero. For inven-
tories and land the rate of replacementthepresent value of capital
consumption allowances z(T), and the rate of investment tax credit
k(T) are all equal to zero.
We estimate the effective rate of indirect taxation T(T)forthe cor-
porate sector of each industry as the ratio of corporate business prop-
erty and other taxes to the value of all corporate assets at the beginning
of the period. We measure the effective rate of the corporate income tax
u(T) for each industry as the ratio of corporate tax liabilities plus the
investment tax credit to corporate property compensation less corporate
business property and other taxes and less the imputed value of capital
consumption allowances for tax purposes. Imputed capital consumption
differs from capital consumption allowances actually claimed for tax
purposes in reflecting the present value of future capital consumption
allowances; the present value depends on the depreciation formulas and
lifetimes of assets allowed for tax purposes and the rate of return. We
assume that the rate of return used in discounting future capital con-
sumption allowances in the corporate sector is constant at 10%
In January 1973, the Treasury Department initiated a survey to
determine the use and effectiveness of its then recently introduced Ac-
celerated Depreciation Range system.
The Asset Depreciation Range (ADR) initiated on March 12, 1971,
provides a range of asset lives for various classes of assets placed in
service after December 31, 1971. A taxpayer may elect to base the
tax depreciation of an asset on any number of years within the desig-
nated range of years allowable for the particular guideline class of
the asset .... Thedesignated range for each class allows a minimum
asset life 20% below and a maximum life 20% above the "Guide-
line" lives previously in effect.38
38. See Vasquez. (1974),p. 2.
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As useful by-products of this Treasury study, the Office of Tax Analysis
compiled a detailed table of the 1970 (pre—ADR) and 1971 (ADR)
equipment tax lives reported by both ADR electors and nonelectors
within each of thirty-six industries. A similar table reporting separate
percentage distributions over the various depreciation methods used by
electors and nonelectors in 1971 was also produced. The four major
depreciation formulas covered in the survey were straight-line, 1.5 de-
clining balance, 2.0 declining balance, and sum-of-years digits. In addi-
tion, the Treasury report by Vasquez (1974) compares the depreciation
methods and asset lives used by corporate taxpayers during 1954, 1954—
59, 1970 (pre—ADR), and 1971 (ADR).39 Given these Treasury data,
we have constructed an annual time series of depreciation methods and
tax lives for each of our forty-six industrial sectors.
Before 1954, taxpayers were limited to the straight-line method. We
therefore imposed this depreciation pattern on each of our sectors. In
1954 depreciation allowances were liberalized to allow accelerated de-
preciation. Declining balance methods at twice the straight-line rate as
well as the sum-of-years digits method were introduced. The Treasury
report presents the average percentage use of these principal methods
for the period immediately following the 1954 tax law change (1954—
59) for eight industry aggregates. We moved these average distributions
over the six-year period using annual manufacturing and nonmanufac-
turing data compiled and published by Young Given the
absence of industry detail in the Vasquez report, we assumed that the
distribution of depreciation methods was identical for each industry
within each of Vasquez's eight aggregates. A similar procedure was
employed to interpolate the distributions of depreciation methods be-
tween the 1959 breakdowns and those presented by the Office of Tax
Analysis (1973) for 1971. The 1971 data were then extrapolated to
yield 1972 and 1973 distributions. The estimation of tax lives for
equipment followed similar lines. Young (1968) prepared a set of
economy-wide equipment tax life changes over the years prior to 1954.41
We were able to use these to move the 1954 lives for ten industries
reported by Vasquez42 back to 1947. Once again, tax lives for all indus-
tries within each aggregate were assumed to move in the same propor-
tion. Vasquez's 1954—59 averages were again moved in proportion to
Young's estimates to levels given by the Treasury for thirty-six indus-
tries for 1970. Data for 1971 were also available from the Treasury
and were extrapolated to produce 1972 and 1973 estimates.
39. See Vasquez (1974), pp. 34—37.
40. See Young (1968), P. 19.
41. See Young (1968), p. 20. We used his recommended "approximation 1."
42. See Vasquez (1974), P. 37.
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Since the ADR system applies only to investment in producers'
) durables,the Treasury study did not include an analysis of depreciation
practices for structures. As a result, the only source of information on
:e tax lives and methods of depreciation now available is based on the
work of Young (1968). Young presents the distribution of depreciation
methods for total manufacturing and nonmanufacturing for each year
from 1954 to 1959 and an average for the period We ap-
plied these estimates to each industry. The 1960—66 average was extrap-
olated through 1973. For tax service lives in 1945, 1950, 1952, 1955,
1957, 1960, 1961, and the 1962—66 period, Young presents economy-
1, wideestimates of each year's percentage relationship to the average
service life for structures purchased in 1940. Combining this time series
with the Christensen-Jorgenson (1969) estimate of the lifetime for
structures in 1953 (35.3 years),44 we were able to convert Young's
index to lifetimes. We then interpolated and extrapolated this series to
generate estimates for the full 1947—73 period, applying the series to
data on corporate structures in each industry.
Given data on depreciation methods and tax lives for structures and
equipment, we estimated the present value of capital consumption a!-
• lowances z(T) for each asset as a weighted average of the present values
for each depreciation method. The weights are the corporate investment
• shares in total corporate investment for the industry by firms using
straight-line, 1.5 declining balance, 2.0 declining balance, and sum-of-
years digits methods. The formulas for calculating that year's discounted
present value of depreciation expenses according to the relevant depre-
ciation methods are given by Hall and Jorgenson (1967, 1971); we
adjusted these formulas to take into account the "half-year convention,"
permitting six months' depreciation to be taken for tax purposes during
the year of acquisition.
Since Young (1968) distinguishes between straight-line and all accel-
erated methods for corporate structures, we used the double declining
balance formula for all accelerated methods applied to corporate struc-
tures; second, since the Treasury report distinguishes between the depre-
ciation practices of ADR electors and nonelectors in 1970 and 1971,
each of the components of present value was divided between these two
categories of taxpayers for 1970—73. Assuming that the after-tax rates
of return are the same for all assets within each industry, corporate
property compensation was set equal to the sum of rental payments for
all types of capital services—equipment, structures, land, and inven-
tories—in order to determine the rate of return after corporate income
43. See Young (1968), pp. 19—21. Prior to 1954 only the straight-line method
was allowed.
44. See Christensen and Jorgenson (1969), p. 311.84Frank M. Gollop/Dale W. Jorgenson 85
taxes. Given the rate of return for each industry, the prices of capital
goods, rates of replacement for equipment and structures for each in-
dustry, variables describing the corporate tax structure—u(T), z(T),
k(T)—and the rate of property taxes, r(T), for each industry, we can
determine the rental price of each type of asset utilized by the corporate Tb
sector of each industry, the
Our approach to the estimation of rental prices for each type of asset cap
utilized by the noncorporate sector of each industry is similar to that tio
for the corporate sector. We set all variables describing the corporate tro
tax structure equal to zero. We estimate the effective rate of indirect inc
taxation r( T) for the noncorporate sector of each industry as the ratio
of noncorporate business property and other taxes to the value of all (K
noncorporate assets at the beginning of the period. We assume that the say
noncorporate rate of return is equal to the corporate rate of return after
corporate taxes. Given the noncorporate rate of return for each indus-
try, prices of investment goods, rates of replacement for each industry,
and the noncorporate rate of property taxes for each industry, we can
determine the rental price of each type of asset by industry. Noncorpo- whd
rate property compensation is equal to the sum of rental payments for
all types of capital services—equipment, structures, land, and inven-
tories. Labor compensation of self-employed and unpaid family workers or
is equal to the difference between all the components of noncorporate
property compensation listed above, including income of unincorporated
enterprises, and the sum of rental payments.
1.3.4Indexes of Capital Input
We have outlined the development of data on capital stock and the
rental price of capital services for each industrial sector, cross-classified w
byasset class and legal form of organization. To construct an index of
in capital input for each industrial sector we assume that sectoral capital c input,say (Ks), can be expressed as a translog function of its individual
components, say Thecorresponding index of sectoral capital
we
input is a translog quantity index of individual capital inputs:
—lnK1(T—1)
(i=1,2,...,n),
where weights are given by average shares of each component in the
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— Kkj
v' KkIki
(i= 1, 2, ... , n;k=1, 2, ..., p).
n
e The value shares are computed from data on capital services and
the rental price of capital services for each component of sectoral
capital input, cross-classified by asset class and legal form of organiza-
it tion.Property compensation for the sector as a whole is con-
a trolled to property compensation by industry from the U.S. national
income accounts.
) For each of the components of capital input into an industrial sector
the flow of capital services is proportional to capital stock,
say
=
(i= 1, 2, ..., n;k=1, 2, ...,
wherethe constants of proportionality transform capital stock
into a flow of capital services. The translog quantity indexes of sectoral
• capital input can be expressed in terms of their components {Kkj}




(1= 1, 2, ..., n).
We form sectoral indexes of capital input from data on capital stock by
industry, cross-classified by asset class and legal form of organization.
Changes in the logarithms of capital stock for each component are
weighted by average shares in sectoral property compensation.
We can define sectoral capital stock, say as the un-
weighted sum of its components:.
= (i =1,2,...,n).
Similarly, we can define sectoral indexes of the quality of capital stock,
say Q'K(T), that transform sectoral measures of capital stock into the
translog indexes of capital input:
= ' (i1,2, ... n).
The sectoral indexes of the quality of capital stock can be expressed in
the formr
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so that these indexes reflect changes in the composition of capital stock 147
within each sector. Sectoral capital quality remains unchanged ifall
components of capital stock within a sector are growing at the same 1950
rate. Sectoral quality rises if components with higher flows of capital
input per unit of capital stock are growing more rapidly and fallsif
components with lower flows are growing more rapidly. 1953
We have generated translog indexes of capital input for the forty-six 1954
industries in the private domestic sector of the U.S. economy listed in 1955
table 1.1. Based on the capital stock and property compensation data
1956
described above, translog indexes of capital input for the private domes- 1957
tic economy and for a number of sectoral divisions are presented in 1958
column (4) of tables 1.16 through 1.26. Unweighted indexes of capital 1959
stock based on the same data are given in column (2). The ratio be- 19601
tween these series, presented in column (3), measures the change in 1961
capital quality. To facilitate comparisons with unweighted and industry- 1962i
weighted capital stock indexes, industry series employed by Kendrick
are presented in columns (1) and (5). These capital indexes have been
taken directly from his Postwar Productivity Trends in the United
States: 1948—1969 (1973). A comparison of rates of growth in Ken- 196
drick with translog indexes of capital input over the 1948—66 period is 196
presented for all forty-six industries in table 1.27. In addition, rates of
growth of the translog indexes of sectoral capital input are presented
197
for five subperiods of the period 1947—73. Rates of growth of capital




One of the principal features that distinguishes our approach to pro-
ductivity from its predecessors is the definition of output at the sectoral
level. At the economy-wide level the appropriate definition of output
is based on deliveries to final demand—consumption, investment, gov-
ernment, and net exports. The corresponding definition of input is based
on value added by primary factors of production—capital and labor
input. The value of output is equal to the value of capital and labor in-
put. At the sectoral level capital and labor input are combined with








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1947 .334 .880 .294
1948 .345 .895 .308 .244
1949 .353 .921 .325 .268
1950 .359 .945 .339 .289
1951 .363 .962 .349 .310
1952 .388 .914 .355 .332
1953 .399 .960 .383 .356
1954 .401 .996 .400 .379
1955 .408 .996 .407 .401
1956 .420 .994 .417 .422
1957 .442 .971 .429 .450
1958 .461 .989 .456 .484
1959 .475 1.008 .479 .504
1960 .495 1.001 .495 .530
1961 .511 1.021 .522 .550
1962 .529 1.020 .539 .567
1963 .557 1.008 .561 .586
1964 .586 1.017 .596 .609
1965 .619 1.019 .630 .634
1966 .653 1.024 .669 .669
1967 .691 1.026 .709
1968 .732 1.025 .750
1969 .789 1.009 .797
1970 .843 1.020 .860
1971 .915 1.007 .922
1972 1.000 1.000 1.000
















































































































































































































































































































Table 1.25 Services, Excluding Private Households and Nonprofit
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outputincludes the value of intermediate input as well as the value of are rt
capital and labor input.
We define the value of output and input for each sector from the nati1
point of view of the producer. For each sector of the economy we mea-
sure revenue as proceeds to the sector and outlay as expenditures of the diulel
sector. The value of output includes the value of primary factor inputs, UCt
capital and labor, and the value of intermediate input. The value of stric
output is net of indirect business taxes on output, sales and excise taxes, achi
as well as all trade and transportation margins associated with deliveries red
of output to consuming sectors; the value of input includes all taxes on of v
intermediate, capital, and labor input and all trade and transport costs an e
incurred in taking delivery of intermediate input. In the preceding sec- the
tions we have described our approach to the measurement of price and tion
quantities of capital and labor input. In this section we turn our atten- the
tion to the measurement of prices and quantities of output and interme-
diate input.
Consistent time series data on output in current and constant prices
for the manufacturing industries listed in table 1.1 above are available
from the Interindustry Economics Division of the Bureau of Economic the
Analysis (1974b). These data incorporate the value of shipments and
the cost of goods sold from the Annual Survey of Manufactures. The natj
data are based on industry definitions from the U.S. national income tori
and product accounts. Jack Faucett Associates (1975) has developed
data on output in current and constant prices for nonmanufacturing thel
industries for two classifications of these industries—the 160-order Eco- mt1
nomic Growth Sectoring Plan of the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the the!
80-order sectoring of interindustry transactions by the Bureau of Eco- re
nomic Analysis. These classifications are far more detailed than the du
breakdown of nonmanufacturing industries given in table 1.1 above. th
However, the data are based on industry definitions employed in inter-
na1
industry accounts rather than those used in the national income and
product accounts.
For the twenty-one manufacturing industries listed in table 1.1, we
have used the BEA data on output in current and constant prices. For
twenty nonmanufacturing sectors, we have employed data on output in
current and constant prices developed by Faucett, adjusted so as to
Ifl
conform with industry definitions used in the national income and prod-
uct accounts. For the remaining ten nonmnanufacturing sectors, our esti- se1
mates of output in current and constant prices are derived from data
provided by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA). By comparing
nonmanufacturing industry definitions used by Faucett, BEA, and BLS, ni
we were able to identify the standard industrial classification (SIC)
appropriate for each nonmanufacturing industry. To make our estimates 0
conform with national accounting concepts, a number of adjustments101 U.S. Productivity Growth by Industry
f
are required. Principal among these are a reallocation of each sector's
-0
outputof secondary products and a reconciliation of interindustry and
th national accounts industry definitions.
e Activity redefinitions and SIC reclassifications account for the major
S differencesbetween the interindustry and the national income and prod-
uct accounts industry definitions. While the national accounts adhere
strictly to SIC conventions, input-output sectors are defined so as to
'es achieve more homogeneous product groupings. An example of an SIC
reclassification initiated for interindustry accounts is the reallocation
on of veterinary services from the agricultural sector to the services sector;
sts an example of interindustry activity redefinitions is the reallocation from
the railroad to the construction sector of all construction and installa-
nd tion work performed by railroad employees in the railroad sector. With
the aid of unpublished 80-order data on sectoral input provided by the
Bureau of Economic Analysis,45 we were able to reallocate the output
associated with each interindustry activity redefinition and industry re-
es classification in Faucett's data to the appropriate national accounts
sectors. This reconciled our industry definitions with those that underlie
tic the national accounts.
A second adjustment required to make our estimates conform to
national accounting conventions involves the reallocation of each sec-
ie tor's production of secondary products. In the national accounts all
primary and secondary products are allocated to the sector in which
they are produced. There are no transfers in or out. By contrast, the
interindustry data follow the convention of transferring into each sector
te the goods that are secondary to other industries but primary to the
receiving sector. "The secondary output is treated as if sold by the pro-
e ducing industry to the industry to which it is primary, and is added to
the output of the primary industry for distribution to users."46 Fortu-
nately, the data required to eliminate transfers of output are available
d from the current dollar transactions tables in each of the six postwar
interindustry studies used in this research. Faucett's output data for
e nonmanufacturing, adjusted for transfers and redefinitions, together with
r manufacturing data from the BEA, form a consistent set of time series
for sectoral output for the period 1947—73, conforming to national
income and product accounts industry definitions.
- Theneed to include intermediate goods and services in a study of
sectoral productivity is easily demonstrated. The supermarket manager
45. See Walderhaug (1973) for a full discussion of the redefinition and reclassi-
fication adjustments necessary to bridge national accounts and input-output defi-
• nitions.
46. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, "The Input-
Output Structure of the U.S. Economy: 1967," Survey of Current Business 54
(February 1974); 56.
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may choose to have his own employee display the frozen ice cream
products in the frozen foods cabinet or he may contract with the raw
materials supplier to have its deliveryman display the product. The
former is a direct labor cost to the supermarket; the latter is an expense
related to intermediate inputs. Presumably the store manager makes this
choice such that the ratio of marginal products equals the corresponding 1
ratio of factor prices. Should the marginal product of intermediate in- 2
puts increase, the manager may be capable of producing the same level
of output with reduced labor and intermediate input requirements. Pro-
ductivity change will be measured accurately only ifall inputs are 6
treated symmetrically.
S 7
The Bureau of Economic Analysis (1974b) makes available a corn- 8
plete set of data on intermediate input in current and constant prices
for each of the manufacturing sectors (table 1.1). These data are con-
structed from disaggregated industry data according to industry defini- 12
tions used in the national income and product accounts. We derive an 13
estimate of intermediate input in current prices for nonmanufacturing 14
industries by subtracting estimates of value added in current prices from 15
the corresponding estimates of output in current prices described above.
In converting these current price estimates into constant prices we take 18
account of the composition of the intermediate inputs in each industry. 19
Interindustry transactions in current prices published by the BEA are 20
used to allocate intermediate input among the industries supplying each 21
sector. Sectoral output deflators inclusive of indirect business taxes to 22
the supplying sectors are used to convert the purchasing industry's
intermediate input to constant prices. 25
1.4.2Output and Intermediate Input 27
A measure of output in current and constant prices is essential to 28
productivity measurement. The value of output is also indispensable
in generating a measure of intermediate input. Data on output in current
31
and constant prices for manufacturing sectors are available from the 32
Intenndustry Economics Division of the Bureau of Economic Analysis 33
(1974b). Jack Faucett Associates (1975) has assisted the Bureau of 34
Labor Statistics in developing data on output in current and constant
prices for nonmanufacturing sectors classified according to the BLS
Economic Growth Sectoring Plan, a 160-order classification of indus- 38
tries, and the BEA 80-order interindustry classification of industries. 39
We have employed data from the BEA study of manufacturing indus- 40
tries directly. We have adjusted data from the Faucett study of non- 41
manufacturing industries to conform with industry definitions used in
the national income and product accounts. 44
In table 1.28 we present a detailed cross-classification of industry
definitions employed in the national income and product accounts, the 45
pj I










Table 1.28 laduslrial Classificationsa
National
IncomeInterindustry BLS SIC"
(1) (2) (3) (4)
1 *12 1—5
2 *3,4 6,7 07,(_0713),08,09d
3 *5,6 8—10 10
4 *7 11 11,12
5 12 13e
are *9,10 13,14 14
7 11,12 15—20
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te 32 65.04 *117 44
iS 33 65.05 *118 45
'f 34 65.06 *119 46
35 65.07 *120 47n
s 36 66 121 48(—483)
37 67 122
38 68.01 *123
. 39 68.02,68.03 *124
40 68.03 *125
















45 86 159 88interindustry accounts, and the BLSEconomicGrowth Sectoring Plan.47
Standard industrial classification (SIC) codes corresponding to each of
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46 77.05 146 86t
47 pt. 84 Pt. 157 9190
48 78 147—149 9101—9189
49 Pt. 84 Pt. 157 9282,9382
50 pt. 84 Pt. 157 9290,9390
51 79 150—151 9201—9289(—9282)
930 1—9389 (—93 82
*Indicates whether Faucett's BLS or interindustry accounts data set was used for
the nonmanufacturing national accounts sector identifiedin column (1). The
absence of an asterisk in any line indicates either that we did not use the Faucett
data for reasons described in the text or that Faucett reported no output estimates
for that sector.
"Industry titles corresponding to each of the numerical references to national
accounts sectors are listed separately in table 1.1. The digits used to identify the
interindustry, BLS, and SIC industry boundaries are the conventional numerical
codes respectively described in the Survey of Current Business, Faucett (1975),
and Executive Office of the President (1967).
bThe SIC codes correspond to national accounts definitions. Superscripted char-
acters reference footnotes describing how interindustry accounts boundaries defini-
tionally differ from the national accounts codes. Unless noted otherwise, all
references to interindustry reclassifications apply also to the corresponding BLS
sectors.
clnterindustry (I/O) sector 1.03 includes pt. 0729.
duO 4 includes 0713 and excludes 0722 and Pt. 0729.
eI/O 8 excludes 138; BLS 12 includes 138.
11.01 includes Pt. 6561 and I/O 11.05 includes Pt. 138. I/O 12.02 includes
pt. 138; BLS 15—20 excludes 138.
gI/O14 excludes 0713.
hI/O18.04 includes 39996.
'I/O 27.01 excludes 28195.
JI/O 38.04 includes 28195.
ki/O 64.12 excludes 39996.
'I/O 65.01 includes 474.
mL/O 65.03includes 473.
'1/065.07 excludes 473and474.
01/0 68.03 includes 496 and Pt. 493.
P1/069.02 includes 7396.
quO 71 excludes Pt. 6561.
rho 73.0l—.02 excludes 7396.
SIlO 77.03 includes 0722.
tJ/O 77.05 includes 84, 86, 8921.
p
md
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the three industrial classifications are given together with details on
industrial classifications where exact correspondence with the SIC codes
is lacking.48 The first step in our procedure is to identify the BLS and
interindustry classifications corresponding most closely to each non-
manufacturing industry from the national income and product accounts.
Specifically, if a particular national accounts sector (for example, indus-
try 4) maps exactly into one or more of Faucett's 80-order interindus-
try sectors (in this case, industry 7), we then chose the output series
from that interindustry sector as a first approximation to the desired
national accounts series. If, however, a national accounts sector (for
— example,industry 34) maps into only some disaggregated part of an
)r interindustry sector's boundaries (in this example, industry 65.06) but
into one or more BLS sectors (BLS industry 119), we then used Fau-
cett's data for the BLS sectors as the initial estimate for the national
accounts sector. In table 1.28, an asterisk identifies which of the two
Faucett series was chosen as the initial estimate of output for each
industry in the national accounts.
After initial estimates for each nonmanufacturing sector had been
identified from the interindustry and BLS classifications, we adjusted
data on the value of output in current prices to eliminate transfers
among disaggregated BLS sectors within a single industry in the inter-
industry accounts. Eight of the sectors included in the interindustry
accounts are the same as the corresponding sectors in the more detailed
BLS accounts. For all but six sectors in the interindustry accounts the
value of output is the sum of the values of outputs of the component
sectors in the BLS accounts. However, for six sectors in the interindus-
try accounts,4° the value of output is not equal to the sum of compo-
nent sectors due to transfers within an industry. We adjusted data on
the value of output for components of these six sectors to eliminate
transfers, so that the value of output for each interindustry accounts
sector is equal to the sum of the values of output of its components.
Finally, for a number of nonmanufacturing sectors (those lines in
table 1.28 without an asterisk), we had to construct estimates of output
from sources other than the Faucett report. First, the Faucett report
publishes no results for the following nonmanufacturing sectors from
the interindustry accounts:
48. Industry boundaries in the Economic Growth Sectoring Plan and the inter-
industry accounts are identical. Discrepancies listed in the notes to table1.29
apply to the relationship between national income and product accounts defini-
tions and the interindustry and equivalent BLSconventions.




12 Maintenance and repair construction serf
66 Communications, except radio and TV ent
67 Radio and TV broadcasting me
84 Government industry A
86 Household industry B
Se
We obtained unpublished data on output in current and constant prices le
for contract construction from the Interindustry Economics Division of dul
the BEA. These data are constructed according to conventions of the cu
national income and product accounts, so that no further adjustments
are required. se
For the two communication sectors we constructed estimates of out- in
put in current and constant prices by moving the six current and con-
stant price benchmarks from BEA studies of interindustry transactions5°
by the gross product originating series published annually in the July
Survey of Current Business (1976b). By interpolating the ratios of
gross product originating to output between benchmark years and using
the intermediate-year figures we obtained output for the communication th4
sectors. gd
Faucett found it unnecessary to construct estimates of output for in
government and household sectors, since value of production in these wq
sectors is equivalent to value added. The Bureau of Economic Analysis eal
prepares annual value-added estimates for the household and govern-
ment sectors according to industry definitions from the national income
and product accounts (1974a, 1977). Our annual value-added esti-
mates for the household sector represent the sum of labor compensa-
tion, an estimate of the rental value of owner-occupied dwellings, and
an estimate of the service flow of consumer durables. In the three gov- ai
ernment sectors (federal public administration, state and local educa-
tional services, and state and local public administration), the value-
Er
added totals equal labor compensation. Though the BEA is currently
engaged in estimating capital stocks for each government sector, the d
data are not presently available. Since the value of output is wholly
defined in terms of the value of inputs in the government and household
50. We employed BEA interindustry transaction data for 1947,1958,1961,
I
1963,1966, and 1967. Data for 1958, 1963, and 1967' are published in the Survey
of CurrentBusiness (1965,1969, 1974c). Data fcr 1947, 1961, 1966 were ob- F
tamed from unpublished studies by BEA (1968, 1970, 1972). The 1968, 1969, d
1970, and 1971 transaction tables became available too late to be incorporated
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sectors, no analysis of productivity change can be undertaken for na-
tional accounts sectors 45, 47, 49, and 50.
Second, although Faucett reports current and constant-dollar output
series for nonprofit institutions and both federal and state and local
enterprises, we chose not to adopt his estimates. For the two govern-
ment enterprise sectors no estimates are available for capital services.
An analysis of productivity change must await the completion of the
Bureau of Economic Analysis study of capital stocks in all government
sectors. Faucett's output estimates for nonprofit institutions are equiva-
S lent to value added. In place of the Faucett series, we applied a proce-
f dure like that used for the communications sectors to derive annual
current and constant-dollar estimates of output in nonprofit institutions.
The output estimates for the manufacturing and contract construction
sectors are used directly since they are constructed by conventions and
industry definitions consistent with those used throughout the national
income and product accounts. The value of output in these sectors
includes all primary and secondary products originating in each pro-
ducing sector. By contrast, our estimates of output for the communica-
tion sectors and nonprofit institutions and Faucett's output estimates
for the remaining nonmanufacturing industries are derived according to
the interindustry accounts convention of transferring into each sector the
goods that are secondary to other industries but primary to the receiv-
ing sector. This results in the double counting of transferred output and
would result in upward-biased estimates of intermediate inputs into
each sector. Current dollar transactions tables available for each of the
six interindustry accounts benchmark years make it possible to correct
the Faucett series for transfers.
All output data presented by Faucett are set equal to output from
the benchmark tables. In particular, Faucett's output in current prices
equals the output reported in the transactions table minus imports that
are allocated to that industry as substitute goods and import margins.
To eliminate the secondary product transfers we employ the ratio of
transfers to sector output reported in the 80-order or 367-order input-
output tables.5' Defining this ratio in terms consistent with Faucett's
definition of output, a time series of output for each sector adjusted for
transfers is formed by eliminating transfers from Faucett's unadjusted
output series. We interpolated and extrapolated these ratios for the six
benchmark years to obtain ratios for nonbenchmark years.52
51. Data for the more detailed tables are required for industries obtained from
Faucett's BLS industry classification. The less detailed tables are required for in-
dustries from Faucett's interindustry classification.
52.Themore detailed tables are available on a consistent basis only for 1963
and 1967.
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In addition to secondary output transfers, activity redefinitions and
f SIC reclassifications account for important differences between the inter-
industry or BLS accounts and the national income and product accounts
industry definitions, as indicated by Walderhaug:
The GPO [NIPA gross product originating] estimates adhere strictly
to the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC). In the 1-0 system, mt
however, some industries are reclassified in order to achieve industry we
groups that are more homogeneous and that thus have a more stable re
input structure. [A sample of] these reclassifications consists of shift- se
ing veterinary services from the agricultural sector to the services sec-
tor, oil and gas field drilling services from mining to construction, and
trading stamp companies from services to wholesale and retail trade.
se [There are also] differences between the GPO and 1-0 value-
F added estimates that are due to the "redefinition" of certain activities a
[rather than whole SIC industries] from one industry to another.
[Most] differences are due to the fact that in the 1-0 system all
construction and installation work performed by employees in es- pri
tablishments not in the construction industry[i.e.,force account acq
construction] is redefined to be in the construction industry. [Other
redefinitions include:] manufacturing and service activities that occur
in the trade and transportation industries are shifted to the appro-
pilate manufacturing and service industries; trade activities occurring
in other industries are shifted to wholesale and retail trade; and man- h
ufacturer's sales offices are shifted from wholesale trade to manu- a
facturing.53
kindly prepared and made available a full 80-order inter- I
industry—national accounts reconciliation of 1963 industry value added
that is similar to the more aggregated appendix table that appears in his
contribution to the April 1973 issue of the Survey of Current Business. Id
With this table we can calculate the fraction of net output (measured
in current dollars) of each interindustry sector that had to be added to
or subtracted from the Faucett interindustry or BLS sectors. If we had
had data on redefined and reclassified output rather than value added,
we would have required only the net addition to or subtraction from
the output of each sector caused by redefinitions and reclassifications.
However, given data on value added and the fact that the ratio of out-
put to value added varies considerably across industries, we first identify I
thevalue added that was redefined or reclassified from each industrial
sector and adjust it to reflect shifts in output. The adjustment for rede-
fined and reclassified output is based on the ratio of value added rede-
fined and reclassified for 1963 to total value added for that year. Since
the Walderhaug table applies only to 1963, we were compelled to as-
sume that the fractional addition or deduction reported by Walderhaug
53.Walderhaug(1973), pp. 42—43.
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nd for each industry's value added remains constant for all years.54 After
adjusting the Faucett data series for transfers, redefinitions, and reclassi-
its fications, we obtained output series in current prices on the basis of
industry definitions from the national income and product accounts.
;ly The derivation of the output in constant prices from the BLS and
interindustry series reported by Faucett was straightforward. In fact,
ry we needed to make no adjustment to the Faucett series except for the
le redefinitions and reclassifications described above. Our elimination of
secondary product transfers from data on output in current prices left
each sector's output deflator unaffected. Transfers are treated as corn-
parable to the primary output of the receiving rather than producing
sectors. Consequently, in assigning deflators to secondary product Ilows,
Faucett chose price indexes calculated from output in current and con-
stant prices for goods actually produced in the receiving sector. These
deflators required no alterations for our estimates of output in current
prices for industrial sectors from the national income and product
accounts. The same conclusion applies to the shifts of redefined and
r reclassified industry output away from a given sector. The products
r within each sector have a common deflator. Reclassifying some of the
• sector's output elsewhere leaves the supplying sector's deflator unaf-
fected. Transfers of redefined or reclassified output into a given sector,
however, would affect the output deflator for the receiving sector. We
adjusted Faucett's price index for output to reflect the price movements
in the industries in which the redefined or reclassified goods originate.
We have described the construction of output in accord with industry
definitions from the national income and product accounts. One final
adjustment to output in current prices is required; output must be valued
in producers' prices—that is, exclusive of trade and transportation mar-
gins and all indirect business taxes. The current dollar series for manu-
facturing and construction taken directly from the national accounts
and estimated for nonmanufacturing sectors from Faucett's data are net
of trade and transportation margins but gross of sales and excise taxes.
We thus subtracted from each industry's current dollar value of output
the dollar value of sales and excise taxes reported in the national income
and product accounts by the Bureau of Economic Analysis. This im-
plies a symmetrical adjustment to each sector's output deflator since,
while taxes do not affect the measure of constant dollar output, the
elimination of indirect business taxes alters the series of producers'
prices for output. The adjusted deflator is calculated by dividing the
original deflator gross of sales and excise taxes by (l+t), where tis
the indirect tax rate.
54.Thisassumption was also made by Faucett (1975), so that our adjustments
are consistent with those made by Faucett.
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Data on intermediate input in current and constant prices are avail- olad
able for the manufacturing industries listed in table 1.1 above from the
Bureau of Economic Analysis. These data are classified on the basis of On
the industry definitions employed in the national income and product mt
accounts and can be employed directly in our study. For the nonmanu- do
facturing industries we have constructed estimates of output in current co
and constant prices as described in the preceding section. Data on value mt
added in these industries are available in current prices from the Bu- tio
reau of Economic Analysis. We constructed estimates of intermediate na
input in current prices by subtracting value added from output, both in
current prices. The problem that remains is to construct estimates of cu
intermediate input in constant prices. us
Our first step in constructing estimates of intermediate input in con- mt
stant prices was to determine the ratio of intermediate input in current fo
prices to output in current prices for each of the sectors from the inter-
industry accounts and BLS accounts employed in our construction of
estimates of output in current prices. These ratios were obtained from
tables of interindustry transactions constructed by the Bureau of Eco-
nomic Analysis; for years that interindustry transaction tables were cajj
unavailable, we obtained these ratios by interpolation and extrapola- secl
tion. Our second step was to obtain estimates of the current dollar value
of intermediate input for each industry in the interindustry and BLS us
accounts by multiplying that industry's ratio of the value of intermediate ac
input to the value of output by the value of its redefinition, reclassifica- by
tion, and transfer adjusted output. We adjusted these estimates so that
the current dollar value of intermediate input for each industry in the
national income and product accounts is equal to the sum of its inter-
industry or BLS accounts components. The interindustry and BLS ac-
counts sectors corresponding to each industry from the national income
and product accounts are indicated in table 1.28. We assumed that the
ratio of the value of intermediate input to the value of output was
the same for industries classified according to interindustry accounting
definitions as for industries classified according to national income and
product accounting conventions. 4
Third, after allocating intermediate input in current prices among
the appropriate interindustry and BLS accounts sectors, we identified
the source industries producing those goods as final products and used
output deflators in purchasers' prices for each industry to convert deliv-
eries of intermediate input into constant prices. The exact procedure
adopted to accomplish this result can be described as follows. Using
the input-output coefficients in current prices published in the six bench-
mark input-output studies, we allocated intermediate input by sector of
origin for each industry. These coefficients are interpolated and extrap-
p111 U.S.Productivity Growth by Industry
all- olated to obtain shares of intermediate input by sector of origin for each
the industry for all years. Finally, the output deflators for each sector of
of origin are weighted by the corresponding shares to obtain a deflator fOr
uct intermediate input for each industry. Finally, having deflated the current
dollar value of intermediate input into each interindustry and BLS ac-
counts sector, we summed the resulting constant dollar quantities of
tue intermediate input for all sectors included in an industry from the na-
su- tional income and products accounts to obtain intermediate input in that
Ste national accounts sector.
in It is important to note that the output deflator used in measuring the
of current dollar value of a sector's output is not equivalent to the deflator
used in evaluating the current dollar value of that sector's output as
intermediate input into a purchasing sector's production process. The
nt former is measured in producers' prices; the latter is measured in con-
r- sumers' prices. The former is net of all sales and excise taxes and trade
and transportation margins; the latter is gross of sales and excise taxes
m attributed to the output of the sector supplying the intermediate input.
The trade and transportation margins paid by the consuming sector are
re captured in the intermediate input flows from the trade and transport
sectors.
A final issue in measuring output and intermediate input involves the
S use of energy consumption to adjust potential capital services for the
actual level of services utilized. This approach, originally introduced
by Griliches and Jorgenson (1966), was subsequently withdrawn by
tt Christensen and Jorgenson (1973). Kendrick has argued that capital
e stock should not be adjusted for utilization:
In contrast to the human population, the entire living population of
capital goods is available for productive use at all times, and involves
a per annum cost, regardless of degree of use. The purpose of capital
assets is for use in production of current output and income. The
degree of capital utilization reflects the degree of efficiency of enter-
prises and the social economy generally. Hence, in converting capital
I stocks into inputs, we do not adjust capital for changes in rates of
capacity utilization, and thus these are reflected in changes in the
productivity ratios.55
Dersison also argues against adjustment for utilization:
In the short run, the intensity of capital utilization fluctuates with
variations in the pressure of demand, but in this respect capital input
is not different from land input or labor input.... Thehours that
capital is used may also change in the longer run but such changes,
55.Kendrick(1973), p.26.112Frank M. Gollop/Dale W. Jorgenson
if they occur, are merely manifestations of changes in other output
determinants that are separately measured so need not be given sepa-
rate consideration.56
The use of energy per unit of capital input employed as a relative utili-
zation adjustment by Griliches and Jorgenson (1966) and Jorgenson
and Griliches (1967, 1972) involves the substitution of energy, a corn-
ponent of intermediate input, for capital. This substitution isfully
accounted for in our measures of intermediate input, since these mea- an
sures are based on a model of production and technical change that
incorporates substitution among intermediate, capital, and labor inputs
as well as the rate of technical change. No further adjustment of capital
input or intermediate input is required.
1.4.3Indexes of Productivity
We have described the developrnent of data on prices and quantities
of output and intermediate input for each industrial sector. We have
generated prices and quantities of output for all fifty-one industrial sec-
tors of the private domestic sector of the U.S. economy listed in table
1.1. For six of these sectors—private households and the five govern-
ment sectors—output is equal to value added and intermediate input is
zero. We have generated prices and quantities of intermediate input for
the remaining forty-five sectors. Rates of growth of output for
all fifty-one sectors and rates of growth of intermediate input for forty- sea
five sectors are presented in table 1.29. to
To construct an index of productivity for each industrial sector we
assume that sectoral output {Z1)canbe expressed as a translog function
of sectoral intermediate input capital input and labor input pr









where weights are given by average shares of sectoral intermediate v


















e The value shares are computed from data on output and its price
- intermediateinput and its price {ptx), capital input and its price
S and labor input and its price The value of output is equal to the
r sum of the values of intermediate, capital, and labor input.
r We have generated translog indexes of productivity for each industrial
- sectorlisted in table 1.1. For the five government sectors output is equal
to labor input, so that productivity change is zero. For private house-
holds output is equal to an index of capital and labor input; again,
productivity change is zero. For the remaining forty-five sectors we
present indexes of productivity in table 1.30. To facilitate comparisons
with indexes of productivity for value added developed by Kendrick,
we have generated translog indexes of productivity for value added
foreach industrial sector for the period 1948—66, the period
covered by Kendrick's study. These indexes are generated from the
translog indexes for output as follows:
=V'vViI',(i =1,2,..., a),
where the weights {i'v) are given by the average shares of value added
in the value of sectoral output. Value added is equal to the sum of the
values of capital and labor input. For comparison, indexes employed
by Kendrick are presented for each industry included in his study. These
indexes have been taken directly from his Postwar Productivity Trends
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Comment Ernst R. Berndt no
fer
The Gollop-Jorgenson (hereafter GJ) paper represents the culmination ge
of a mammoth project involving an enormous amount of data gathering,
consultation with government statistical officials, and data manipulation.
Even without adjusting for the obvious quality of the labor input, one w
cannot help but be overwhelmed with the massive real factor input er
embodied in this paper. Annual productivity measures are obtained for sc
each of 51 industries over the 1947—73 period;1 labor data are broken XIl
down into classifications of sex (two groups), age (eight), occupation ca!
(ten), education (five), and type of employment (two). Capital data
Ernst R. Berndt is at the University of British Columbia.
The original versions of the paper and comments were prepared for presenta-
Lion at the NBER Conference on New Developments in Productivity Measure-
ment, Williamsburg, Virginia, 1975 November 13—14. The comments below are 0
on the revised version of the Gollop-Jorgenson paper, dated September 1977. I Ci
have benefited from discussions with Dale W. Jorgenson, who clarified a number
of issues regarding data procedure.
1. In the original version of the paper, data were prepared for 67 industries.
The finance, insurance, and real estate sectors, among others, have been aggre-
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are disaggregated into three types of organization (corporate business,
noncorporate business, households and institutions), and six asset classes
(producers' durable equipment, consumers' durable equipment, residen-
tial structures, nonresidential structures, inventories, and land). Finally,
intermediate goods are introduced into the growth accounting frame-
work. Thus this paper represents an enormous effort in applied eco-
nomic research.
In addition to the presentation of indices of total factor productivity
for each of 51 industries, the GJ study offers three substantial discus-
sions:(i) theoretical underpinnings for the indexing of total factor
productivity, (ii) the derivation, calculation, and interpretation of labor
and capital quality indices, and (iii) the introduction of intermediate
goods into growth accounting.
In these comments I will focus most of my attention on theoretical
underpinnings, crucial assumptions, and method of approach.2 I begin
with a discussion of theoretical underpinnings.
If we wish to obtain indices of total factor productivity, it is impera-
tive that we first develop a clear notion of what it is that we are trying
to measure. Historically, the theory and practice of indexing was closely
associated with the theory of production. In recent years substantial
developments in the theory of production, cost, and duality have taken
place; a number of these developments are explicitly incorporated into
the GJ paper.
Suppose there exists a transformation function relating inputs (de-
noted X1, X2, ..., and outputs (denoted Y1, Y2,...,Ym)at dif-
ferent points in time (denoted by t). More formally, let us specify a
general transformation function of the form
(1) ..., ...,t) = 0,
where H satisfies the appropriate differentiability and curvature prop-
erties. Let us denote a scalar index of the m outputs at time t as a
scalar index of the m inputs asand the time derivaties as i'/Y and
XIX. The index of total factor productivity (hereafter TFP) is typi-
cally computed as
(2) TFP =4—
This suggests that one might want to ask what conditions must be placed
on (1) in order to measure TFP in the above manner. A set of suffi-
cient conditions is that a consistent index of aggregate output and a
2. These revised comments are considerably shorter than in the original ver.
sion, since a number of suggestions have been incorporated by Gi in their revised
paper.
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consistent index of aggregate input exists; thus it is assumed that (1) (1
canbe written in the homothetic weakly separable form
(3) H .Ymt; ... t) dul




whereandare "composite goods" or "consistent aggregates." If (1
in addition it is assumed that the homothetic separability is of the addi-
tive type, we can specify the familiar production function
(4) G (Ye) —F = 0, orG (Ye) = F
Gollop and Jorgenson also assume that G and F are characterized by
constant returns to scale. While this assumption is not necessary, it tec
traditionally has been convenient for purposes of data construction and
accounting. Under these assumptions, the notion of total factor produc- tec
tivity is simply the partial derivative
(5) ,input quantities fixed, or,
which is approximated empirically by (2).
An alternative notion of TFPcanbe derived using the theory of
duality. If H, G, and F have the appropriate curvature properties and
input markets are competitive, then corresponding with the production effi
function (4) there exists a dual cost function of the form tim
(6) = (Ye, ...,t), tati
is
where C is the minimum total cost of producing output Y, and P1,P2,
is the vector of input prices. The elasticity of costs with respect (14
to output is defined as
whe
(7) =
ininput prices fixed val
cide
and the associated dual rate of returns to scale is of course is e
i wei
(8) ii Ecy
Finally,one can define the dual rate of total cost diminution as
(9) = C
,inputprices and output quantity fixed.
3
Naturally the question arises as to the relationship between total factor "Bi
productivity (5) viewed from the primal and total cost diminution (9) 1969
viewed from the dual. Makoto Ohta (1974) has shown that, in general, lion127U.S. Productivity Growth by Industry
)
(10)
i.e., total factor productivity viewed from the primal side is equal to
dual returns to scale times the rate of total cost diminution. If returns
to scale are greater than unity, then of course Ept>ECt.In the GJ




whereis a vector of the n input prices. Hence in the present context
the primal and dual notions of productivity are equal.
It should be noted that this notion of total factor productivity as
presented by GJ does not require neutrality of technical change. TFP
y is simply a time derivative—which can be the outcome of nonneutral
t technical change. Indeed, TFP can be viewed as a weighted sum of
input-specific technological change biases. Suppose, for example, that
technical change is of the constant exponential factor augmenting form
(12) = exp (ALT),I =1,..,
or,equivalently, of the input price diminishing form
(13)
where and are input quantities measured in efficiency and
"natural" units, respectively, andare input prices measured in
efficiency and "natural" units, T =t—to, wheret0 is an initial point in
time, and A is the constant exponential rate of factor quantity augmen-
tation (price diminution). It can be shown that total factor productivity
is the weighted sum of input augmentation rates
(14)
i=t
whereis the cost or value share of the ith input in total cost or total
value. Thus TFP does not require neutrality of technical change.9 In-
cidentally, in the above example, the rate of total factor productivity
is endogenous; exogenous rates of augmentation for each input are
weighted by endogenous cost-minimizing factor shares.
The above represents theoretical underpinnings of TFP measurement.
It might be noted that TFP in the Gollop-Jorgenson framework is
clearly restricted to the production sector; in particular, TFP has no
3. A clear statement of nonneutral technical change and TFP in the context of
a CES production function is offered by Paul A. David and Th. van de Kiundert,
"Biased Efficiency Growth and Capital-Labor Substitution in the U.S., 1899—
1969," American Economiè Review 55 (1965): 357—94. An analogous presenta-
tion for translog cost functions is found in Berndt and Jorgenson (1975).128Frank M. Gollop/Dale W. Jorgenson 129
clear relationship to "welfare" or "social well-being," even when prices
accuratelyreflect social costs. a
In the revised version of their paper, Gollop and Jorgenson specify ap
the vital link between the production or cost function and the precise firs
index-number formulas. The issue here is how one empirically approxi- the
mates the derivativesIn t orIntin (II). ch
Let us denote the output of a specific production-functional form F log
at times t and t—1 asand and particular index-number mea- ob
sures of output asand The particular index number is said to be tot




Gollop and Jorgenson employ a discrete version of the Divisia index
developed by Törnqvist. Thus it is of interest to ask what the functional de
form is for which the Törnqvist index is exact. Diewert has shown that by
if the production function is homogeneous translog, then the Törnqvist du
quantity index will be exact; similarly, if the cost function is homogene- to
ous translog, then the Tömqvist price index will be exact. This then T
provides a theoretical foundation for using the Tornqvist index in pro- mt
ductivityanalyses and explains why GJ call their index a "transiog"
index. Other index number formulas (such as Fisher's ideal index) are rel
exact for alternative functional forms. Various index numbers could
therefore be employed. Diewert has defined an index number as super- en
lative if it is exact for an F which can provide a second-order approxi- wi
mation to an arbitrary linear homogeneous function. He introduces an
entire family of superlative index numbers, and shows that the Torn- rn
qvist index belongs to this family; the Paasche and Laspeyres indices er
do not, however, belong. The implication of Diewert's results is that hc
productivity researchers may be well advised not to use the restrictive re
Paasche or Laspeyres indices, and instead employ one of the superlative fa
index numbers such as the Tornqvist (translog) or Fisher ideal index.
Although the translog index used by GJ has attractive properties for
indexing TFP, it also suffers slightly from several drawbacks. First, in
their computations, GJ use translog quantity indices; implicit price in- at
dices are computed by dividing value by the translog quantity index. hc
All the GJ results would be altered slightly if they initially computed
a transiog price index and then computed the quantity index implicitly
by dividing value by translog price index. This occurs because the trans-
log index satisfies the factor reversal test only approximately. The
implication is that if GJ had done all the necessary computations, they
would have observed thatin t in t—the equality c
wouldnot have held exactly, but only approximately.
4. This discussion is largely based on Diewert (1976).
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s Secondly, although the continuous Divisia index is reproducible (i.e.,
a Divisia index of Divisia indices is itself a Divisia index), the translog
y approximation does not in general possess this property.5 Thus, if GJ
e first compute a capital index as a translog index of diverse capital inputs,
then compute a labor index as a translog index of diverse labor input
characteristics, and then finally compute total primary inputs as a trans-
log index of the translog capital and translog labor inputs, they would
obtain a different number than if in a single step they had computed
total primary input as a translog index of all the diverse capital and
labor inputs. The difference, I suspect, is in most cases likely to be very
small if not negligible.
In summary, a significant contribution of the GJ paper is that it
provides an explicit, rigorous theoretical foundation for the measure-
ment of TFP. Several issues remain, however. First, since TFP is in-
dexed essentially as a residual —XIX),anything not explained
by changes in real factor input is attributed to technical change. Pro-
ducer errors in optimizing behavior, departures from constant returns
to scale, and errors in data measurement all become components of
TFP. It would be useful to have a discussion on some of these issues.
In particular, it should be possible to derive analytically the effect of
TFP on errors in optimizing behavior and departures from constant
returns to scale.
Secondly, the GJ theoretical discussion suggests that an interesting
empirical extension would be to use econometric techniques and to test
whether in fact TFP is an empirically meaningful notion. To do that,
one would want to estimate the parameters of a flexible multiple input,
multiple output transformation function and then use statistical infer-
ence to test for the validity of hypotheses relating to (i) homothetic or
homogeneous additive separability of inputs from outputs, (ii) constant
returns to scale,(iii) the existence of "labor," "capital," or "primary
factor" composite indices,6 and (iv) various forms of technical change
(e.g., factor augmenting, Hicks-neutral, Harrod-neutral, Solow-neutral,
5.Diewerthas shown that the Törnqvist (translog) index is reproducible if
and only if the "true" subfunctions and the "true master" functions are linear
homogeneous translog.
6. A procedure for testing separability restrictions using the translog produc.
tion or cost functions has been developed by Berndt and Christensen (1974).
There are, however, two problems with this approach. First, if one interprets the
translog functions as a function in its own right, one can only impose separability
conditions on the translog by simultaneously imposing additional restrictions on
the separable subfunction; thus,ifthis separability restrictionisrejected, one
cannot at present determine whether the separability or the unavoidable addi-
tional restrictions "caused" the rejection. For further discussion, see Blackorby,
Primont, and Russell (1977). An alternative procedure is to treat the translog as
an approximation to the "true" function, and then test for separability at the
p130Frank M. Gollop/Dale W. Jorgenson
or Leontief-neutral). If (iii) were followed, evidence would be avail-
able on whether the notion of labor productivity, capital productivity,
or primary factor productivity could be justified on the basis of appro-
priate separability restrictions. Incidentally,it would be particularly s
interesting to test whether the value-added notion of productivity is p
justified; recent evidence accumulated in my research suggests that the
data in U.S. manufacturing may not be consistent with value-added h
restrictions (Berndt and Wood 1975). r
Let me now turn to a second major contribution of the GJ paper—
the discussion on labor quality. GJ devote a major portion of their o
paper to the construction of labor indices. Since labor is heterogeneous,
and since numerous compositional and work-related changes have taken
place over time, it is important that the composite index reflect the net
effects of these changes. For each of the fifty-one industries, GJ decom-
pose labor input into 1600 cells—eight age groups, ten occupational
categories, five educational attainment levels, two sexes, and two em-
ployment categories. Since this is done for twenty-seven years in each
of fifty-one industries, the total number of labor cells is 2,203,200—.
although many cells are empty. To do this, data from a number of
sources—primarily the decennial census and the annual current popu-
lation survey—are utilized. Since household and establishment totals
frequently do not agree, extensive use is made of the suitably general-
ized RAS method. This raises the issue of how much error is introduced
into the labor quantity and quality figures through the widespread use
of the generalized RAS multiproportional adjustment method. Although
GJ have gone to extraordinary lengths to employ all possible reliable
data, one cannot help but question the reliability of the resulting labor
quality and TFP measures. In an earlier paper (Jorgenson 1966), Pro-
fessor Jorgenson has expended some effort discussing the sensitivity of
measured TFP to errors in the construction of capital price data. At this
point, some Monte Carlo—type research on the effects of measurement
errors on computed TFP appears to be a useful direction for further
research.
GJ attempt in their analysis to measure hours worked rather than
hours paid for; the reason is that hours worked rather than hours paid
for enters as an input into the production function. Hours paid for
enters indirectly through the price of labor viewed from the vantage of
point of approximation (expansion). This procedure has been advocated by
Christensen, Jorgenson, and Lau (1975). The problem with this approach is that
the test results will vary with the data point chosen as the point of approxi-
mation (expansion), and thus this procedure could lead to inference which lacked
robustness.
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the producer, for price per unit of labor worked is computed as wage
bill plus supplementary benefits (including paid holidays and employers'
contributions to social insurance—an increasing portion of wages and
salaries) divided by actual hours worked. GJ introduce and implement
procedures on the measurement of hours worked which reflect an un-
usually thorough and detailed effort in measuring labor input. I suspect,
however, that a number of errors still remain; in particular, the accu-
racy of census data on number of hours worked by "white-collar"
workers, and the representativeness of the survey week in the context
of the entire year are potential sources of considerable error.
The GJ indexing procedure for measuring labor input is valid of
course only if the weights (cost or value shares) accurately reflect log-
arithmic marginal revenue products. Departures from this will introduce
errors into the calculations.If, for example, employers invest firm-
specific training in their workers, then marginal revenue product may -
begreater than wage paid, because the firm will want to recoup a share
of its investment. In the present context, this may introduce consider-
able error into the time series data for certain white-collar occupational
groups. Although a bit out of context, it is of interest to speculate on
the effects of wage discrimination against women on measured produc-
tivity. If women have been paid wage rates less than their marginal
revenue product, then postwar increases in the labor force activity of
women have been weighted by downward-biased shares; measured total
factor input then understates true total factor input, and measured TFP
is biased upward. Alternatively, other things being equal, if discrimina-
tion against women declines, measured (but not necessarily actual)
TFP will likely fall.
Let me now move on to capital input. GJ devote considerable care
to the development of capital data, along with their extensive discussion
on labor data. Remarks made above concerning labor quality indices
carry over of course for capital quality. GJ are forced for data reasons
to make several important assumptions. First, the assumption of exoge-
nous geometric decay is made for all equipment and structures. There
is some evidence to suggest that this assumption may not be unrealistic
for certain types of equipment; on the other hand, the assumption
appears less justifiable for other assets such as nonresidential structures.
Further, recent events with respect to energy prices suggest that we may
want to develop theoretical frameworks which make rates of decay,
scrapping, and obsolescence endogenous and variable, rather than ex-
ogenous and constant. Second, GJ assume that in any given year the
nominal rate of return is the same across assets in each industry, but
that this common rate of return varies across industries. There may in
fact be data reasons for doing this, but these are not discussed by GJ.132Frank M. Gollop/Dale W. Iorgenson I
Third,GJ compute real capital input as a translog index of producers'
durable equipment, nonresidential structures, land, and inventories.
Working capital is not included; indeed, the issue of whether money
ought to enter the production function and therefore enter the accounts
of TFP is not discussed. Further consideration of this issue would be
useful.
The final substantial contribution of this study is the introduction of
intermediate goods into the detailed productivity calculations. Although
the inclusion of intermediate goods might appear novel, in fact Vernon
W. Ruttan already concerned himself with such issues in the early
1950s.7
Appropriately, GJ first address themselves to the issue of why inter-
mediate materials ought to be included in the calculation of TFP. Their
answer is straightforward and convincing: the measurement of TFP is
based on the theory of production behavior; to a producer, intermediate
inputs are treated symmetrically with all other inputs. The cost-mini-
mizing firms will choose that set of capital, labor, and intermediate in-
puts which minimizes total cost given output. Therefore intermediate
inputs, along with capital and labor, should enter in the calculation of
TFP.
One of the reasons researchers have ignored intermediate inputs in
many previous empirical studies is that a large portion of American
studies have been done at the national level, and at the national level
almost all intermediate transactions except imports and exports "cancel
out"; thus, failing to include intermediate inputs in the aggregate Amer-
ican studies involved neglecting a relatively small amount (imports
minus exports accounted for about 5%ofU.S. gross national product)
of transactions. At the industry level, however, intermediate inputs are
quite important.
Apparently it still is not widely known that for a single industry TFP
measured using value-added techniques will generally be greater than
or equal to TFP measured using gross output. This significant inequal-
ity relationship seems to have been discovered several times. In his
1954 U.S. Department of Agriculture Marketing Research Report,8
Vernon W. Ruttan discusses the value added—gross output relationship
at some length, and attributes the TFP inequality discovery to an un-
7. See Vernon W. Ruttan, "Technological Progress in the Meat Packing Indus-
try,1919—1947," Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Economics, University of
Chicago, 1952; this thesis was published in abridged form under the same title as
United States Department of Agriculture Marketing Research Report No. 59, Jan-
uary 1954. Also see the article by Ruttan, "The Contribution of Technological
Progress in Farm Output," Review of Economics and Statistics 38 (February
1956).
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published (and apparently undated) paper by Herbert A. Simon.9 The
same inequality was derived independently in 1961 by Evsey Domar,
was discovered once more by Spencer Star in 1974, and then was gen-
eralized by Charles Hulten in 1974. Hence discussion of the implica-
tions of using intermediate inputs in growth accounting has a rather
extensive lineage.
There is one issue regarding intermediate inputs, however, which
remains troublesome. In his 1961 paper Domar noted that the measure
of TFP depends critically on what one means by an intermediate input.
Suppose one computes TFP and includes in a sector's outputs and inputs
sales of one firm in the sector to another firm in the same sector; call
this "double counting" version TFP1. Suppose that another researcher
computes TFP2 excluding these intrasectoral transfers but including all
intersectoral sales. Domar showed that TFP1 <TFP2. A further con-
tribution of the Domar paper was the development of a measure of TFP
with intermediate inputs that was invariant to how one defined interme-
diate inputs, i.e., how one disaggregated a sector. Unfortunately, this
aspect of TFP measurement has not been discussed by GJ, nor have
alternative TFP measures been presented. As a result, comparison
among sectors is very difficult. I submit that the issue of invariant mea-
sures of TFP in the Domar sense ought to be high on the list of future
research priorities.'0
Finally, on page 111 GJ address themselves to the important issue
of how capital data might be adjusted to reflect more accurately the
amount of capital services actually utilized. The interested reader will
remember that this issue of "adjusting for utilized capital" over the
years has been a contentious one in the productivity measurement de-
bates between Jorgenson and Griliches and Denison. In the present
context, GJ measure total factor input in such a way that variations in
energy consumption are included in the productivity calculation. This
leads GJ to conclude that "no further adjustment of capital input or
intermediate input is required" (p. 112). The principal feature of the
GJ procedure here is that for given real capital, labor, and nonenergy
intermediate material input, measured total factor input will vary with
energy usage, and thus measured total factor productivity will be af-
fected by variations in energy demand. Note, however, that measured
9. Ruttan's citationis as follows: Herbert A. Simon, "Some Models for the
Study of the Economic Effects of Technological Change," Cowles Commission
Discussion Paper 213 (unpublished).
10. It follows, of course, that at the aggregate national level international com-
parisons of TFP are practically meaningless unless exports and imports are fully
incorporated; if these intermediate inputs are neglected, other things being equal,
countries with relatively larger foreign sectors can be expected to show greater
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real capital input is completely independent of energy usage; variations
in energy expenditures in no way alter measured real capital input. cq
In my judgment, the GJ procedure of this paper is clearly preferable
to the practice whereby capital is adjusted using some type of relative
electricity capacity index, e.g., actual electricity consumption divided h4
by nameplate capacity. The latter procedure not only is confined solely
to electricity and raises measurement issues in how one defines "capac- ml
ity," but also assumes that the relationship between capital and energy
is one of strict proportionality. In contrast, the GJ technique treats c
energy just like any other input, and does not make any assumption on a
whether the relationship between energy and capital is one of substi- g
tutability, strict proportionality, or complementarity."
Let me now conclude my comments with some suggestions for further c
research and with a few remarks on the productivity measurement de-
bates. The recent developments in productivity measurement have oc-
curred simultaneously with a very substantial set of developments in
the theory of production. In particular, we now have moved far beyond rn
the restrictive two-input, single-output Cobb-Douglas, and CES produc-
tion models and instead deal with multiple-input, multiple-output "flex-
ible" or generalized functional forms. We have also recently witnessed
the revival of index number theory which relates closely to the "flex- f4
ible" production models. These index theory results suggest that we no
longer should use fixed-weight Paasche or Laspeyres indices, but should dl
rather use the chained ideal Fisher or chained translog indices. In both d
cases, we have made substantial progress by generalization. I personally
would like very much to see the theoretical underpinnings of TFP J
measurement generalized from zero profits, perfect competition, con- a
stant returns to scale to zero profit, monopolistic competition, and f
possibly increasing returns to scale. There appears to be some evidence r
that at the establishment or two-digit level, slightly increasing returns o
to scale occur—although it should be pointed out that all the studies d
have, I believe, been based on value added rather than gross output
functions. The reason we have so frequently assumed constant returns
to scale and perfect competition is for convenience in data construction
and in the establishment of national real and financial accounting frame-
works. It appears to this reader that the zero-profits assumption is fa
rather crucial, but that data construction and consistent accounting
frameworks could be derived under monopolistic competition with zero
profits and increasing returns to scale. One other additional area for —
furtherresearch is the incorporation of dynamic ("disequilibrium" or
11. For a development of the energy-capital and "utilized capital" discussion, c
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"temporary equilibrium") considerations into the theory of production,
cost, and the measurement of TFP.
In summary, this paper embodies many of the recent developments
in the theory and measurement of productivity; a number of issues,
however, still remain. Let us suppose that these remaining issues were
resolved; that would, of course, constitute a noteworthy accomplish-
ment. Where would we then stand? I am reminded of the statement,
"Understanding the atom is child's play compared with understanding
child's play." In the present context, where we still need an enormous
amount of research effort is in the area of why and how productivity
gains are realized; how can we adequately model the costly process of
innovation, implementation, and technical change? How are these pro-
cesses affected by market structure? How is the rate and bias of techni-
cal change affected by changes in relative prices? How is technical
change transferred among countries through international trade? Cynics
might argue that itis possible that economists will agree on how to
measure productivity long before we will understand why and how it
takes place.
One final comment. You probably have noticed that in these com-
j mentsI have not mentioned ways in which the GJ approach differs
from the procedures adopted by Edward Denison and John Kendrick.
) Ibelieve the present paper offers a clue as to why these researchers
differ. As I read the lengthy debate carried on by Griliches, Jorgenson,
Christensen, Gollop, Denison, and Kendrick, I am struck by the follow-
ing: Although there are substantial differences in details, Griliches,
Jorgenson, Christensen, Gollop, and frequently Denison essentially
agree on what they want to measure—namely, real output and real
factor input, including all quality changes. From the vantage of this
reader, however, Kendrick has something different in mind than the task
of accounting for real outputs and real inputs. The reason Kendrick
does not adjust labor and capital for quality changes may well be that
Kendrick has a more profound notion in mind—that of measuring
changes in "welfare" over time; for example, Kendrick appears to be
interested in how "well off" the worker is, how much output on average
• the worker will obtain for a measured man-hour of input. Such a wel-
fare notion is of course extremely difficult to measure, and could provide
material for endless debates and conferences. But then the argument of
which approach is "right"—Griliches, Jorgenson, Denison, or Kendrick
—may well be misplaced. When researchers are attempting to quantify
different notions, it is not surprising that they fail to agree on methods
of measurement. Perhaps the most important contribution of the present
GJ paper is that it clearly and rigorously defines the concept of TFP
and then proceeds with a detailed and careful implementation.136 Frank M. Gollop/Dale W. Jorgenson
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